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Oa, More Time! Here we
are your roaming reporters
back again chocking in and out
all hips and latest jives. . .
so let is have just a moment
et your time please. . . thanks.
TEENAGE ETHICS
Hers are a few helpful facts
about being respectful. . Res-
it,— property of others, public
or private. . . self respect de-
made respect from others . .
respect all persons who are in
altions of authority or re.411Cponsibile for your guidance . .spect the rights and proper-
ty of others. . . And above all
make up your mind to attain
those goals regardless of set-
backs, . .
PAST HITS
As we roam and spu about
we see there are few jazzy
his of old that need referring
to In many cases. . . take the
case of Sarah Jackson is saying
You Got the Power to Howl
Mitchell . . . we believe to our
soul that Francis Hunt and
John Greer were blessed with
the Gift of Love. . . While Lois
Scott is praying for a Mkacle
of Love concerning a costal*
senior. . .
Jasper Williams is saying to
Georgia Thomas, The Angels
Listened In. . . There seems
be a faint familiar tune in
ce) air, colud it be the Unchain-Melody in the heart of Shir-, Shannon. . . Charlene Kin-
or, Do you believe that if it
wasn't fat love you wouldn't be
writing your blue letters to
AUthur Hull...
Joyce Berry and Tommy
Martain are saying to each
other, who have Love. . . If
something is not done about the
Lonely Teardrops of Forest
me Ivory, there will soon be a
Agit tide. . . _Clara Smith and
.1.--d. McGraw, Meek Simmons
and Barbara Hint*, Tyrone
?arson and Carol Honey are
•Drearnlovers. . . By the way
Caret and Tyrone are engaged
wonder if that's the way it is
with Josephine Jones sal Wil-
*ford Catter. . .
enyou with In the Dark, Joeson. . . Hey On Pettis
whose silhouette was that on
your shade (Richard Hicks)
Odis Dockery, have you retch-
ed your and lover yet. . . .
You say you have. . .well . .
Bernistine Prewitt, we se e
Tears of Joy when Melvin Hill
approached it proves that Love
is Strange. . . Say Y.K.W. are
you singing I'M in love with
my best friend's girl. Yuniie
Kirk and Ada Pairoote have
provea is So Many "Faye that
they were meant fer each
other. . . .
PIA1PTElt PARTIES
The Hamiltonian* feature $
platter party every Monday
afternoon from six to eight and
Melrose swings every ether
Tuesday from 7:30 to 10:30 with
Kane Cole spinning the plat




Bishop Trotter (Lester) Law-
yer Cox (Ham), George Mi-
lan (Mel) Edward Shefford
(Lester), Willie McNel (B.T
lt.).
Curium Hamilton (Mel) Joan
Williams (Ham), Gloria SW-
hens (F.B.), Claudia Novel
(MAN) Norris Trueman (B.T
W.).
BERTRAND FLASH
Say Gloria Denton, is it you
and Leo katheim or two more
besides like Charles Whitsey
and Lawyer. . . Freddie Clark
'and Partici& Hilliard we under-
stand that it is a case of true
love. . . Hubert McGhee and
Fay Doris Turner looks sweet
together. . . Bonnie Collins
your heart is at Douglass right
. .is it Goldie Murrell. . . .
Yours next Bonnie Little Tom-




Looking fir out Into warrior
territory we see Willie McNeil
in the middle of of things with
all his cools. . . Lurking in the
shadows we see Ruby Washing-
ton goofing off with Marion
. . • Say Fred Grit
Brown, look sweet don't they?,
fin you have a secret admirer
(Melrose) • • . John Garrett
are you an untouchable? All
Tooker Bookers Are way out in-
cluding Leonard Lee Veronica
Walthal's heart is Pete Jones.
LIVE AND LEARN
Charles Terry, is it Annie
Dertch or Evelyn Spencer that
boldt your attention at Mel-
rose. Larry Mitchell we heard,
that there were several girls
waiting for you af ter the
game but we really want to
know who did you walk home
. . . Confidentially to Jesse
Laird, you have a new member
In your fan club. Who is it.
Final* Hoskins, seeing is be-
lieving, hearing is relieving but
also who Is your heartthrob . .
Claudia Nevels what are you
going to do? We mean go with
Charles Epss or quit Flice Mc.
Knight as you know time waits
for no man... To whom it may
concern. . . looks like / can't
go to the wood pile and back
without you acting up. .. Why?
. . . Lois Taylor come on now,
you know we have no secrete
from each ot he r. Cranford
Scott don't you think it's time
to come out of that rut? . . .
like get someone new. . . B. sis it true that Lawrence Kelly
has changed your mind about
Calvin „ .
Why is it that Claudette Min i
refuses to go to the prom:
uniess she arrives in a Thun I
derbird. . . Tell us Orlando
Harris and Gloria Shilkens are
in the swing now. . . Mildred
Miles and Yvonne Lester con--
tact us immediately . . We
may .t111 have time. . .
Now we gotta blow and git
on outta hysr, so until next
time, see ya later. Brill You
know like in Goodbye.
`Capleville Ca
• • ''''''''' 11•••••••••••••
411111101011liemini 
emetiesillealen11111111114100111410011M11111011101111111111illineettlellinelINIMIBy MARIANE L. YOUNG Insurance company, in a UKDid you know that Halloween meeting Friday Oct. Se.Is just a few days MI and with Th___• speakers wore very in-it comes Molise. witches, Hal- spirationel, both leaving aloween deuces, but the most deep impression on everyone,fun of ell is. Trick et Treat. that the "most" important Sac'Please remember though, no tor in any endeavor is a basicmatter whit your choiee of foundation, also in school asfun is, KEEP IT CIIIVAL- ttwe., as in business. To getROUS. anything out of an effort you
SPOTLIGHT must put something into it.
The Cepletrille Chapter et the The club would like to thank
Girl Smits of America, Troop in a very special way Mrs. .Z.
253, Intermediate. The troop M. Holmes. advisor, for bring-
coasista of SO girls, out of
which also will stthod the Girl
Aar Workshop Oct. 22, IS,Nev. 1, at Owes /allege,
Wm I:10 a. m. until ree p. in.
The girls will learn to pitch
tente, outdoor cooking, ears
and handling of tools sod wide
games, and many mere feats
of the outdoors.
The nine girls attending are:
Shirley Mitchell, Veda Hayes,
Dorothy Young, Ketherine Hal-
Met, Juanita Richmood, Jan-
eth Murdock, Emma R. Blair.
Stella Thompson and Paulette
Petty.
The &seder for this Girl
Scout Troop is Miss D. Web-
ster, and her apt. is Mu. Z.
M. Holmes.
The girls have been leaning
songs sad are meltiog sit-upon
for the camp, is girls HAVE
FUN
LotTIZET RAPS TOT TEN
The P. B. L. C., Progressive Stella Murdock. Sammie R
sines, Leaden club, a jun. Me Neil, Betty J. Richmond.
club to the FILA had
fiseir guest speahere. L.
Walker, district manlier and
W. Robinson. staff manager,
both of North Carolina Mutual
leg about the visit of the fine
speakers, for her thoughtfulness
will never be forgotten.
The P. B. L. C. will sponsor
a Masquerade Ball, Oct. 20, in
the school auditorium. The
Platters will be spent, also
Harry Belefonte, Raymond
Charles sod Johnny Mathis.
Advance tickets will be sold
by all P. B. L. C. members
and advisors.
BUSY CORNER
This is dedicated to the Fab-
ulous Ones; Gee Whit!.
Carla Thomas, Vocal; Edna
Horton (Melrose); Emma J.
White, Mettle K. Roc atrot.
Elizabeth Faulkner, Catherine
Feulener, Willie L. Echols,
Yernes L. Polk, Will A. Bailey
and lien Ray Jr.
TOP COUPLE:
Pent Holmes and Lavern
Stevens.
Velma Dandridge, Corrine
Washington, Mary A. Hill, De-




— These are the members
of the Orange Mound Juniors,
baseball seam in the WD1A
Little League that closed the
season by capturing both City
and County championships.
41,
Fran row (I to r) Don Pinks.
ton (C), Thomas James We
James Falls (es), Michael
Brown (2b), Benjamin Falls
(rf), Wendell Payton (p),
Marvin Table (lb). Second
row; Eddie Payton (Mgr.),
Authur Smith (cf), George
Lowe 13b), John Moore (21)),
Sabron Jackson (c), Willie
Fuller (p), Thurston Hill (111,
John B. Moore (coach), Fred-
die Payton (coach), Not plc.
lured, Jimmy Ward. Team
is one of over 200 is the Tn.
State Area. The station tine
forms more than 2000 youug.
eters with funds from the
Starlight and Goodwill Re.
trues,
By CAROL JOHNSON
HELLO, to all of our Campus
Beaters. We're back at the 01'
typewriter to send a few words
your way about what's hap-
pening on several 'Campus-
walke.'
We don't know how the wea-
ther is in your part of the
country but around Chicago,
it's cold.
• • •
On Saturday October 22, the
famed Rattlers of FLORIDA
A and M UNIVERSITY was
the Homecoming foe for the
Wildcats of BETHUNE-COOK-
MAN COLLEGE. The scores
for this game will come too
late to make this column but
we'll let you know what they
are next week (In case you
haven't heard by that time.)
A parade which included 8
bands and a number of floats
gave the B-C's one of the fin-
est parades ever held in Da-1
tona Beach.
A gala reception is sched-
uled for the visiting Alumni
immediately after the game
and a Victory Dance to be pre-
sented later in the evening
will round out a wonderful day.
Music for both affairs is to
he furnished by Ernie Calhoun





has announced that plans for
the 1960 edition of the Hornin
coming celebration are well
underway for a very colorful
event. The Shaw Bears will
meet the North Caroline. Col-
lege Eagles on Saturday Oc-
tober 29. at 2:00 r. in. in
Chavis Park. Plies indicate
that the spectacle this year
will be more glamorous than
any previous year.
Participating In the spectac-
ular parade will be the follow-
ing high school marching band:
Sampson High School, Clinton;
Sugg High, Farmville; Jor-
per s ding; Spring Hope; R. L. Vanndan Sellars, Burlington; Spaul-
Ahoskie; Lincoln, Chapel Hill;
J. R. Hawkin, Warrenton;
Henderson Institute, Header.
8011; and Ligon, Raleigh. In
addition to the nine high school
bands the North Carolina Col-
lege Band will be on hand to
complete the "Parade of Ten
sands" for extra Extravagan-
za.
A Broadway Theatrical Ex-
travanga of New York, head-
n4 by Clyde Turner, appeared
es Shaw on Tuesday, October
2.1, in Greenleaf Auditorium.
This is the first of the Lyceum
Series at Shaw.
Clyde Turner is internation-
ally known for his work in
the field of music and drama.
He has appeared in Broadway
productions, such as "Annie
Get Yew Gun," "Lost in the
Stars," with Ethel Merman;
"South Pacific and as St.
Stephens in "four Saints" in
Three Acts on Broadway and
in Paris, France. He has also
appeared in the American and
European Companies of -Por-
gy and Bess," and for two sea
BOYS
Robert Savage, James Mc-
Bride, Elmer Johnson, Jessie
Stewart, Leroy Payne, Charles
Franklin, Robert 'huller and
Arthur Murdock.
LAP'? OF-THE-WEEK
Sign on a small service sta-
ffer) at the edge of a western
desert "Don't ask us for any
information If we knew any-
thing, we wouldn't he here."
QUOTE-OF.TIII.WEEK
"No man is free who can.
not command himself"
— Pythagoras
Until next week . . .
sons sang with the New York
City Center Opera Company in
"Carmen Jones." "Finian's
Rainbow" and Show Boat." He
was recently seen on the Steve
Allen and the Bell Telephone
Hour TV shows with Harry
Relafonte and Louis Arm.
strong.
For the 11th consecutive
year enrollment at MISSISSIP-
PI VOCATIONAL COLLEGE
has climbed to a record high
with 861 students admitted for
the Fall quarter, according to
figures released this week by
President J. H. White and the




busy preparing for the 1060-61
intercollegiate forensic compe-
tition which will see them par-
ticipating in some 20 tourna-
ments on college campuses
throughout Ute midwest.
They opened their season,'
October 2I-22 when they par- 1
ticipated in the invitational
Thoroughbred Tournament et
the University of Kentucky at
Lexington. ISNU is one of 20
top-ranked schools to be invi-
ted to the Kentucky meet.
• • •
CENTRAL STATE COLLEGE
has been designated as the new
University Center for the West
District Science Day.
The Academy of Science has
le dlitricts Science University
Centers in each district where
district Science Days are held
annually.
West District is composed of
Mercer, Auglaize, Dark/, Mia-
mi, Shelby Hardin, Logan,
Champaign, Green, and Fayet-
te counties.
Music awards for the 1960-61
school year have been presen-
ted to 17 students as Chicago
Musical College of ROOSEVE-
LT UNIVERSITY, it was an-
nounced by Joseph Groanza.
director of the College.
The swards are valued at
$7,320.
Oliver Ditson scholarships,
worth $600 each, were given to
Rosins Ferber, cellist and Rob-
ert Voldrich, clarinetist. This
is Miss Ferber's third mum-








Hi Theret this is Willie (the  IN THE NUCC." Mr.
unpredictable) back on the Wiggins is very popular all
scene to bring the latest hap-over the city with his brother
penings. and news of interest. Peres'.
CO-ETTES GIVE $100SPOTLIGHT 
Last Thursday the MemphisThis week the spotlight glove
chapter of Co.Ettes Inc., gavean the lovely and attractive 
' I Elizabeth Prudent. She is the5100 to the  
Associa-
tion for the Advancement Of,charmng daughter of- Mr, and
Colored People. The check wailMrs. James Prudent, of 254 received by attorney Russell.Decatur st. Elizabeth is a vers-
B. Sugarman. This makes aatile senior at Booker T. Wash-
ington high school. She is &total of $150 paid to the
NAACP on life membership formember of 12-4 class where she
the Co•Ettes within a period ofis president of the class. In her
nine months. Miss Sylvia Wit-religious life she attends Co.
hams is the president of thelumbus Baptist church where
y Nan, organization.she is president of the
people's c h o i r. Rev. A. K. 
TOP TEN BOYS
Maurice White (BTW), Chas.Campbell is the pastor.
. Freeman (Melrose), MichaelAmong some of the organize- Bradswell (Hamilton). Jamestions she is a part of are, theSellars (Father Bertrand),Deb Teens, Washingtonian
Staff, the Hostess club, the Co-
Ettes and others. Elizabeth is
well liked by all and is a very
intelligent young lady worthy ili3toihN4),.)of recognition. 
Bishop Trotter (Lester), Yunt-
Frank McGraw (Manassas).
i Manasas) John Sanders (Mam-
mie ie' k ( BINV) Bill Doss
and Thomas Ebud
,
Hats off to the lovely Eliza- TOP TEN GIRLSbeth Prudent.!!!! 
Noris Trueman (BTW., Bern-
QUIZ EM TEAMS estine Pruitt, (Melrose). Brent
1 would like to take time outda Jeffries (Hamilton), Ed.
to congratulate the Quiz On The ward Harris (Father Bertrand
. Air teams. Every week look in Gwendolyn Johnson (Maus-
i this section of Young Memphis sas ), Cordia Porter (Lester),
for the returns of the program. Ruby Washington (BTW), V.
BTW's NBA vonne L u s t e r (Manassas),
i necently the National Home- Pauline Brikley (Hamilton),
makers of America gave a and Eilzabeth Prudent (BTW).
splash party at the Abe Scharff WORD OF THE WEEK
branch of the YMCA. After CONSIDERATION: This Word
having a splashing good time int* not hard to pronounce, but
the "Y's" beautiful pool, the is due much respect.
100 Washingtonians were treat-It'EEKS' THOUGHT
ed to hot dogs, and drinks. He that know, and knows
FOUR STARS that he knows is indeedly wise,
0 n c e a g a I n the Four but he that knowth not and
S t a r s have u p s e t t ti e knovrth not that he knowth not
crowd. Last Thursday at is a fool.
BTW's Pep session the FourSIGN OFF Well that's about
Stars. Spencer Wiggins, Percy all for this week but don't miss
Wiggins, Tyrone Smith and Da-next week's game.
Other grants, worth $400.
were given on the basis of the
same auditions ,to two oboists,'
Robert J. Poison and Philip R.
MacArthur; a pianist, Margar-
et Ross Wright, and a soprano.
Beverly Gross.
The 1st annual H. A. Certik
Violin Scholarship, 000 grant
presented to the College in June
by Certik, a collector of rare
violins, was given to Henry
Criz, 14, a student in the Con.
aervatory Division of the Col-
lege.
The Incoming freshman re-
ceived 4-year renewable scho-
larships, worth $750 each year.
They are Marilyn Hewing, Vio-
linist, Marilyn fichimpf, 'cel-
list and Donna Olenzak, who
plays the double bass.
One-year freshman scholar-
ships, worth $350, were award-
ed to violinists Rosemarie
Hnilo and Diane Wolf. Lynda
Levin, a soprano, received a
$400 freshman award.
Winners of other special mu-
sic grants and their awards
are as follows. Michael Sellers
the Rudolph Ganz piano award,
Margaret A. Garner, a sopra-
no, the Mary Gantt voice
Award Kenneth Fearn, the Le-
ola Gette Piano Award, and
Maxine Patarini, a soprano,
the fiu• Cowan Hintz t.'oice
Award.
Young Americo
Teen - Ticker -
By W. A. SINGSTACKE, JR,
By W. SENGIITACIER. jr.
Here Ye' Here Ye,' teens of
America. We are starting an
International teen page, that
almost everybody can take part.
We have big plans for our
page. To make it a tremen
douse success, we need your co-
*Oration. If you have any in-
formation that would interest a
teenager, send it.
Take for instance, you may
be giving a party, or some one
you know may be giving one.
that would interest us, or per-,
haps some big event is coming
up that would interest us.
Hello Chatter-fans . . . Let's
Go To Press with some flashes
you won't want to miss. We'll
he SHORT on opinions and




JACKSON (of DuSable High
school) o the 'way out' party
you pitched last weekend. The
affair was motto, according to
Rosemary Daniels, Joyce Dant-
els, Yolanda Brown, Nathaniel
Szniitih, Leon Evans, James




Having a good time at the
PHELANX'S swingin set were
Dwight Bertha, Patter Goesby.
Dribbie Garner, Bernadine Ad.N Id Porter with their latest hit
ler, Reginald Preacely and
anis, Loonle Phiesse, George




Mrs. Pearl H. Vaughn of
Chattanooga and Nashville and
in expert in women's recrea-
tion aetivitiet has joined the
health a n
physical educa-












gree from the university. Prior
to going to Tennesee State, she
was a director of community
recreation in Chattanooga.
Including Mrs. Vaughn, there
are now three persons in the
health and physical education
department et Lehioyne. The
other two are Coach Jerry C.
Johnson and Mss Lucinda Ed-
wards. Both have Master's
emDegrees.one not only increased
the staff of this department
this year but also added new
subjects which will qualify ed-
ucation majors to teach health
• • •
DID YOU DIG Fred Graves
and Kirk Hirsey on 'Record
Hop' last Saturday? For your
info, the dance was the "Madi-
son Twist". If you missed it,you missed somethithig else.
• • •
young lady. Huh?
A 'Ss•ellt Sixteen' Birthday
party was given for Barbara
Smith recently. The little bird
who told us when.
• • •
SHIRLEY DUKE gave a
groovy party entitled "Mysteri-
ous" a couple of days ago. We
dug the production along with
shads of others including Jean
and Joan Dawkins, Clarence
Golliday and Bernice Johnson.• . .
Coming up for a swingin even-
ing will be the birthday park,
of GWEN WALKER. She will
be having a 'Masquerade' party
which promises to be night
chilly on Friday night at her
home.
The Seniors at CORPUS
CHRISTI High school gave a
briwin jam they titled -The
Big Party on Wheels" which
started rollln at 7:30 at the St.
Anselems' Center on list and
Indiana.
you one of the lucky
ones to attend the OMICROSUS
mall° set at the Washington
Park "Y"? Some of those we
taw were hlinni ePulpus, Oily*
Sr Spurlock, Charles (Teen
Reporter) Davis Jr., Rielly
Johnson, Pamela Burks, Shar-
on Simpson, Carol Adam..
:tidy Brown and just &boa
everyone of the Parket' Letter
Men.
Al the recent "Splash Party"
given by the THETA KAPP%
the members of the Delta TAIL
the Alpha Epsilon and the
Lambda Omega's were pre&
ant and accounted for.
CREGIER High School walk-
ed away from Waller High
School with a score of 57 to 44
et the Track Meet which was
held in Washington Park.Word's gone around that the • • ill
CHICAGO TEACHER'S COL Among those wishing IRMALEGE Theatre Groups produc. KELLY a Happy ''Sweet Sixq
lean" Birthday last Saturday
Were Charles Twiny, Larry
Brisio an c: lots of Parker Higb
Students.
ties of She Stoops to Conquer"
waS teriff.
• • «
Included on the guest list of
swell birthday party last Sat'
Barbara Ann Kirksey, Willie
Poole, Caralyn Surnbow and
Kirk teen reporter) Kirksey.
• • •
Included in the number of
jams this weekend will be thd
ANNUAL HALLOWEEN PAR-T. presented by the Prct.If you would like to join in Capt's of the 27th Ward at Mesome fun, why not Weed a Normal Blvd. Everyone's in..,LOWEEN PARTY on Sat. vited. Y'all Come too.urday given by the Young Poop • • I,
le's Department of the Vernon Proceeds for the swinging setPark Church of God at 7439 given by the LETTERMEN'S.Cottage Grove Ave. They are CLUB of PARKER HIGHgain to have a ball. School went to the school fund.• • • Thought you'd like to know forWe've heard that KAFFIE the was great.
PICKENS has bon elected to
represent the Future Teacher's
Club at a recent city-wide 3 day
conference. We would like to
know more about this and per-
haps have a picture of thlie
and physical education. Among
the new courses offered this
year are team sports for men
and women and nutrition and
physical fitness classes.
The department continues to
offer courses in personal hy-
giene, community health, first
aid, plays and games and an
orientation program in phyelcal
education.  Additions: courses
will be added next year.
Mrs. Vaughn, who comes to
IseMoyne highly recommended,
i.e an associate member of the
National Recreation Associ-
ation and has served as a mena-
'her o the Women's National
Officials Rating Committee of
Basketball.
Words of the Wii•
What you hasp to your-
self you lose; what you give
away you keep forever. What
In the good of hoarding your






What's your news story?
Write Whittier Sengstacke. jr.,
11131 Michigan avenue, Chicard
37. Illinois. He will publish your
news story free of any charges.
LeMoyne Readies For
Basketball Season
Coach Jerry C. Johnson of
LeMoyne College got a good
look at the men who are seek.
in berths on the Magici.nes
basketball team at the opening
practice session Saturday morn-
ing and it is believed he liked
what he saw.
The Magicians will open
against Lane college in Jack-
son, Tenn., Dec. 1, and take
on Fisk university Knoxville
college and Alabama A &
all on foreign soil, before play-
ing their home opener against
Alabama State, Dec. 10.
Seven freshmen are seeking
berths on the team: Alger Tay.
tor, of New Orleans; Donald
Nelson, of Cincinnati; CleoplVa
Owens, from Manassas Ifigh
in Memphis, Paul Lowery, of
New Brighton, Pa., Robert
Hambric, of Chicago; Eugene
Davis, of Cleveland, Ohio, and
Verties Sails of Shelby County
Training School.
Lettermen return in g are
Chester C o ill n I, Memphia;
David Gaines, Detroit; Willie
Brown Memphis; Robert Nel-
son, Henderson, Ky., and Sent
Parks Memphis;
Also trying out for the team
are Willie Herrington, a rookie
last season, and Curtis Mitchell,




The students at Henderson
Business college, in acesseastes
with the signs of the times,
held as election recently in
which a voting machine was
used. This election, held An-
nually is an orientation class
on good citizenship. This year's
election found candidates from
day and night school vying
heatedly for the positions of
Miss Henerson and Mr. Deb-
onair.
The victors both day school
students, were Miss Gladys
Scruggs of Wayne, Arkansas,
Miss Henderson, and Mr. Rob-
ert B. Marshall, a sative, Mr.
Debonair.
Miss Henderson will reign
supreme, as she is crowned at
the Coronatien Ball en Thurs-
day, Oct. 37. She will be es-
corted and wooed by Mr. Deb-
onair, and her beauty en-
hanced by her alternates Miss-
es Shirley Ward of Memphis,
Tenn., a day student, Dorothy
Lewis of Greenwood, Miss., a
day student, and Peg* Sulli-
van, City.
The Alternates were steak,
also. )0.
The Student Council officers,
In an election which was re-
stricted to day students toned
the following perilous triune,
phant:
William Hayes, Presided;




NEW $57,000 ORGAN at Fisk
university was dedicated at
the Nashville institution Sun-
day night just before a throng
of music lovers beard a ded-
ication recital by University
Organist Arthur R. Croley in
Fisk Memorial Chapel. Mr.
Croley, seated at console,
points out organ stops to Dr.
S. J. Wright, Fisk president,
lsft and Walter Holtkainp,
jr., son of the designer of the
magnificent instrument. The
organ was a gift to Fisk from
a donor who asked to remain
anonymous.
THOMAS PAIGE
Never before in the history
of man has time been such a
basic factor! The rising tide of
decision is on us as never be-
fore. The day has come for
men to be men. At all points
men must call upon the moral
tspiritual fortitud
e to be the
t of which they are capable.
The day has come when tall
men in all areas of human be-
havior to rise up and be the
best of which they are cap-
able.
At this point men must ex-
amine themselves and discover
their greatest capabilities.
What is in the hand of each
man must now be more mean-
ingful than ever before. Years
ago a tired group of people
following Jesus finally arrived
at the point where food was
the order of the day. Upon
searching around it was dis-
covered that a young boy had
a lunch of five fishes and two
loaves of bread. This boy was
unmindful of the great destiny
which he held in his hands but
time proved him a hero. Today
men in all walks of life—in all
stages of life must realize that
Tenn. Baptists Set Up Office At Owen
Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of the a report of the 
nominating corn-
Metropolitan Baptist church,
was elected to a twenty-fifth
term as president of the Ten-
nessee Baptist Missionary and
Educational Convention this
week at the eighty-eigth session
Di the convention, held in Jack-
president was adopted, but a
motion prevailed that the resig-
potion be tabled.
The convention also voted the
establishment of a headquarters
at Owen college. The headquar-
ters will be directed by Dr. H.
son. Clarke Nahrit, director of ii-
Dr. Owen had submitted his nonce ot the 
convention, and
11
resignation as president, after i pastor of the First
 Baptist
=thee which named him as ' ch keh, Lauderdale St
.
T/K - TOWN KASTLE
Florida at Trigg













Bar-13-Q-Chicken w Slaw 69c
A Baptist education fund corn-
missicn was established to pro-
mote the work of Owen college
and other educational objectives
of the convention. Rev. H. H.
Harper, pastor of St. Matthew
Baptist church, was named
chairman of the commission.
Owen college is operated by
the Tennessee B. NI. & E. con-
vention.
A system of monthly church
reports to the convention was
adopted. The convention adopted
a budget of $90,000, of which
$15,000 is earmarked for Owen
college.
Dr. Roy Love, convention
treasurer and pastor of Mt.
Nebo Baptist church, reported
$92,000 handled in the conven-
tion treasury in the past year.
FREE for PILES
79c Tube FREE
Thousands suffering from the
itching torture and pain of
Piles report astonishing re-
sults with an amazing new
ointment called HEMEX. We
are so sure you will get the
same blessed relief that we
want you to accept a 79 cent
tube, mailed in plain pack-
age, absolutely FREE. (Of-
fed expires 12-15-60). Write
Hemex, Dept. S, 1212 W.
Washington Blvd., Los An-
geles 7, Calif.
The convention has assets in
excess of one million dollars,
including the value of the in-
vestment in Owen college.
Other officers of the conven-





(UPI) — Dr. L. H. Holman,
Joliet dentist, has been re-
elected
National Association for the!
 state president of th
Advancement of Colored
People.
The Illinois convention of the
organization also re-elected a
number of other officers on the
final day of its meeting here,
includin7 Julius Williams, May-
wood, first vice president; Mrs.
Ella Harris, Rockford second
vice president; Warren Clev-
enger, Edwardsville. secretary;
and Kenneth Barton, Spring-
field, treasurer.
STOCKING YARN
New York — A nylon stocking
ihas about one mile and one-
quarter of nylon yarn.
YOU too can be a successful
CHRISTMAS CARD
dectiet
with a Christmas income bonus()
of $25,$50,even $100
(4)
COLOR-TONE...America's original and best
NEGRO CHRISTMAS CARD manufacturer
/t.4"... always
• Also Spectai sse••—€,4 Of AU Ca-dc
• New Value-Peeled Glt C,14,410,
• Impr'.eted F-r.e W:tt Y - s•ome", s
• Easy To Sell'
• New 1960 Slim Line
LET US SHOW YOU HOWI
Se many people, just like yourself eriSey a
spare time income by selling Color-Tene
Christmas Cards to their frimsels and neigh-
bors every yeort The demand for Color.-
Tone Originals Christmas Cords is tremen-
dous. It offers you a ready means of
making extra incense se appreciatod as
Christmas wears! • . N. investment No
obligation. No rush Why not snail the cou-




A wonderful extra gift, compliments
of COLOR-TONE, will be sent to you
with your very first order,
•
COLOR-TONE ORIGINALS/ INC.





So positive are we that our Christmas cords will delight
every one of your customers ...that w• have no
hesitation in guaranteeing satisfaction with the offer Of
a full refund within 30 cloys. on all unpririted cards.
4:1111MBUNIXOUNMONnerigirAIBECOMillallIt,
COLOR-TONE ORIGINALS, INC.
112V.P KARI 111111.140111111111011, IL Y.
RUSH complete money-making Christmas Cord Sales Kit end








they have a contribution to
make to the well-being of • the
world.
Each man is so designed that
consciously or unconsciously he
can make a contribution to a
better world order. This can
only be realized when we as4
men stand up for that which TS
best for all men. Whether we
occupy a place of low estate
or of relative importance we
must place an importance up-
on our station that through
our contacts and the like will
enable US to do only that which
is best for all concerned. In
spite of the unpopularity of do-
ing that which is right we must
fortify ourselves to the point
that at every opportunity we
must show our real worth.
One of the great tragedies of
our day is wrapped up in the
fact that many people who are
in a position. to make a real
contribution to their day and
time fail to live up to their
greatest potentialities. In this
chapter we find that this young
man who had the food for the
occasion made no excuses for
giving up his belongings. Con-
trary to his action there are
countless hundreds of men who
are owners of things that will
greatly help world conditions
today but fail to release these
things because of what the pub-
lic might have to say about
them.
...ace one oi U3 13 so crealeu
that somewhere along life's
highway we can and must make
a contribution for bettering the
world conditions. We may not
have fishes and loaves but we
do have something to feed a
hungering world. All about us
today are people who are hun-
gry and in many instances
have need of just what we
have to offer. Many times thru
this life it takes only a kind
word to set someone aright.
Sometimes it takes only a light
pat on the back. Sometimes it
takes only a smile but what-
ever our fishes and loaves
might be we should be willing
to share what we have to make
the world a better place in
which to live.
Today we live in a world
When our welfare must not be
our only concern. C-sntrary to
popular belief we must do that
which is most beneficial to
most people. Once again we
must become 'cause-minded.'
The selfishness which is so
characteristic of so many peo-
ple today must be dispelled.
In the spirit of Jesus who stat-
ed, "I am come that they
might have life and have it
-more abundantly!" each of us
must dedicate ourselves to a
cause that is bigger and far
more meaningful than our-
selves.
Somewhere in the crowded
lives of our times are those
who have the five fishes and
two loaves that will quench the
hunger of our world. Who know




- at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
6.11;S Third st Unton .10 03641
&MOWS LLIZIE in inis worm ce con- Around each of us each
 aay
fusion each of us might give up r comes an oppollimity to 
liv
something dear to ourselves for t a life that will be (If great benes
the cause of all of those abouttlit to those about us. 
Let us
us? The occasion comes to all rise up to the great need of
of us at some point in our lives, our day!
Mad !Political Advertiseaseaki (Paid Political Advertisement)
MAHALIA BELIEVES IN KENNEDY — "Senator
Kennedy's the one," says Mahalia Jackson, "who can
put a little more sun and a little more hope in people's
lives. The Democrats always try to help people get
along by giving them a fair chance to earn their
bread and have a home for their children and some
hope for the future. I'm going to vote for Senator
John Kennedy because he'll be a good president for
you and for Mahalia Jackson. You vote for him, too?!
They're Talking About The Bargains Available At The Quality Stamp
Redemption Centers. Shop Where You See This Symbol And You Will
Know You Are Getting Quality Products.
There Is A Quality Stamp Redemption




In order to please dad and the small-
fry you have to keep up or ahead of
the weather, holidays and all special
events.
Since we consider desserts and breads
the basic of all good meals, why not
let Jack Sprat with that wonderful en-
riched wheat flour and that uniformly
ground creamed meal come to your re-
scue. Bake that delicious apple pie or
your favorite chocolate cake on a cool
morning — freeze it — serve it on a
hot burner of a day — Pie A La Mode
— Cake with sherbert. Dad will be
amazed as to how yo.0 do it.
The rest of the meal could consist
of a vegetable salad with meat added,
hot spoon bread or hot cheese biscuits
Bake in moderate oven for 20 to
minutes.
FROST WITH FUDGE FROSTING
2 cups sugar
2 os. chocolate






and iced tea. What a feast for your
King!
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
2 cups Jack Sprat enriched wheat floui







Sift flour, measure, add baking powd
er and salt, sift again. Cream shorten.
ing and sugar gradually. Add well beat-
en eggs and beat thoroughly, add
vanilla. And dry ingredients alternately
with milk, stirring only enough after
each addition to blend thoroughly. Do
not beat. Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
25 Cook first four ingredients to
 soft
boil stage. Add butter; remove from
heat. When luke warm, add vanilla.
Beat until it's right to spread, and it's
so good.
RIG STAR comes up with another star-studded pr
ogram
when it presented the above group of fine young talent
recently on its Big Star Talent Time show heard each
and every Saturday on Radio Station WDIA. Big St
ar
Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South have brought the
se
programs to you for a long long time and each show




has been a success in itself. The shows have 
added up
to theirs enjoyment for listeners over the years. 
Appear-
ing on the show recently were, from left, Joyce 
Greerm,
Merilee Hughey, Ruthie Jefferson, Clarence Mitchell,



















Break Ground For New
.100-Acre Tex
A ground-breaking ceremony
for the new 103-acre Bishop
College Campus was held in
Dallas recently atop a pictures-




Two residents of Illinois, their
Identity as yet unknown, will
travel to Europe next spring
its people-to-people ambassa-dors. They will be selected
through the Vicks CARE Cru-
sade, a nation-wide contest
sponsored by Vick Chemical co-
mpany, was announced by Rich-
ard.W. Reuter, executive direc-
tor of the non-profit, overseas
aid agency.
The Crusade aims to raise
tl 000.000 in donations accom-
pa lying entry blanks, to furth-
er CARE•s relief work abroad
Illinois' ambassadors will be
joosid in New York on March
5. 1961 by 102 others—two from
each. state and the District of
Columbia and two college stu-
dents. On March 6, they will
depart by jet for Rome. From
there they will fly to Athens,
Istanbul and Paris, returning
to New York by jet flight on
*•larch 17.
Arrangements are also being
made for the goodwill ambassa-
dors to present to the people of
Italy, Greece and Turkey some
of the CARE Self-Help pack-
aree-nriade possible by the funds




—Thirty Indians attacked a jun-
fle working party with bows
end arrows Tuesday and killed
I ur of its members, it was
reported
The Indians escaped into the
Illtngle after the attack, 
which
ok place on the Paraguay Ftiv-
or 400 miles north of here. The
party was gathering Quebracho,
a raw material for quinine. Oil
rrospectors and army posts
haver- been hit by the Indian
attacks in thr past.
Say— s U.S. Decayed
Teeth Could Keep
Em Busy 2 Years
zos ANGELES — (UPI) —
There are so many decays ha
.loserkans° teeth that all of
the nation's dentists could
start work today and they
wouldn't finish in two years.
Dr. Kenneth Randolph of
the- University of West Virginia
made that claim la:t week at
lifil
e American Dental assoscia•
tialL He estimated that in all
t4.0 were about 700 minion
deeayed teeth now in need of
treatment.
The first shovels of earth were
terned by Karl Hoblitzelle, well
known Dallas philanthropist,
vho donated the $100.000 to buy
die land and Dr. Milton K. Cur-
ry, president of Bishop college.
Bishop college, now entering
its 8th year at Marshall, Texas,
will relocate in Dallas in Sep-
tember, 1961. The college will
start operations with five build-
ings estimated to cost 1.5 mil
lion dollars,
In additicrn to the classroom-
administration building, and a
gymnasium auditorium, the ini-
tial building program will in-
clude a dining hall-student un-
ion and two dormitories to fac-
ilitate a limited number of
ociardin, students.
SPEARHEAD MOVE
A group of Dallas industrial-
ist spearheaded by Carr P.
GROUND BREAKING CERE-
MONY for the Dew Baptist
college campus was held last
. Campus
Collins, insurance executive,
Mayor R L. Thornton, and Mr.
Hohlitzelle are raising one mil-
lion dollars of cost of the new
plant: $100.000 is being raised
ty the American Baptist Con-
vention under the leadership of
Dr. Ronald Wells.
The remaining $400,000 is be-
ing raised by alumni, friends,
Negro Churches and organiza-
tions under the leadership of
Tar. Ernest C. Estell, sr., presi-
dent of the Baptist Missionary
and Educational Convention of.
Texas.
The above mentioned cam-
paign leaders were the principal
participants in the ground-
breaking ceremony. Other key
participants were: Rev. U. S.
Cornelius, Rev. J. J. Jackson
and Dr G. A. Hobart Shep-
pard of the B. M. and E. Con-
week in Dallas. Principal
participants were left to right:
Mayor R L. Thornton; Carr
Say Bishop Move
May Launch Era
MARSHALL, Tex. — Bishop
college may begin a new era
in American educetion when it
opens in Dallas next fall after
completing 80 years of Christian
educational service in Marshall,
Tex.
Since World War I, the East
Texas so called "black belt" of
which Marshall is the center,
has bees declining both in rela-
tive importance to Texas and
its rate of population growth.
During this same period, Dal-
las, Houston, Forth Worth and
several of the cities of central
and southwest Texas have
grows slgnificantly.
As iar back as 1927, en edu-
cation:1 study by the Rockefel-
ler Foundation pointed out that
one or more of the five colleges
In the East Texas area should
move to Dallas, Fort Worth or
to Houston.
The port also suggested that
two or more schools merge in
the location to form a univer-
sity of the southwest. (The At-
lanta University system and the
Houston-Tilliston merger grew
uu: of the same report).
Plans to move the college
have been postponed in two
separate decades, once by the
Depression in the early (Air-
Hs and again in the forties by
World War II emergency.
vention, who conducted the do.
votional exercise; Dr. J. M.
Ellison, chancellor of Virginia
Tnion university, who led the
dedicatory litany.
Dr. Pearl Anderson and Mee
Olivia Davis. representing the
Bishop trustees; Dr. H. C. Sun
and Dr. C. F. Toles, represent-
ing the faculty; Miss Nedra y.
Williams and Thomas Body,
representing the Student ASSO-.
ciation; Harold Hardin, 
representing the alumni; A. Mace°
.Smith representing the United
Negro College Fund; John Rice,
director of the Dallas Negro
Chamber of Commerce; Dr. B.
E Joshua, representing the
ministers of Dallas: Mrs. Clay-
tie 0. Searcy and Mrs. M. E.
Colvin, representing the Wom-
en's Auxiliary of the B. M. and
E. Convention.
P. Collins, general campaign
chairman; Karl Hoblitzelle,
donor of the new 100-acre
campus, Rev. Ernest Estell,
vice chairman of the Board'
of Trustees; Dr. Ronald Wells,
educational director of the
American Baptist Convention;
and Dr. Milton K. Curry, pres-
ident of Bishop college. Open
in Dallas in September, 1961




Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
man 39 years old, religious
and lonely. I wish very much
that I could meet a nice re-
spectful lady between the ages
of 40 and 49 for I am a very
serious person. I have a good
job. Fred Walker, 4605 Wood-
lawn ave.. Chicago, Ill.
• •
Dear Mine. Chante: Your
column is a very helpful one.
I am a sincere young man who
wou_d like to correspond with
or meet a sincere young lady
between the ages of 20 and 32
who is interested in getting
married. She may have one
or two children I have a good
steady job with a well estab-
lished firm and have no bad
habits I am 29, 5 feet, 11:Ai
inches tall, weigh 175 lbs, dark
brown skin, black hair. Will
answer all letters and epchauge
photos. Richard Stack, jr.,
care ot E. Campbell, 4536 In-
diana, Chicago, Ill.
• • *
Dear Mme Chante: I am
working here on a job, am
very lonely and would like to
meet a nice lady between 20
and 45 who wants a true, hard
working companion. I will be
a real help-mate toward get-
ting the better things out of
life. I am 36, single, tall, well
built, dependable, understand-
ing and affectionate.
Clifford Gill, c-o James, Co
P. 0. Box 701, Baltimore 3, Md
• • *
St., Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I know
there are decent men some-
where in the world. Your col-
umn is read by quite a few
people. maybe some of them
who read your column are de-
cent or maybe someone will
read it who knows a decent,
intelligent man. I have a good
position and enjoy my work
and take care of myself very
nicely. I want companionship
because women and men were-
n't made to live alone. I am
light brown skin, 5 feet, 6 in-
ches tall. weigh 150 lbs. I am
between the ages of.40 and 50,
black hair, not jealous or evil
minded, pleasant disposition.
Do not drink or smoke, free
to live anywhere. Would like
to meet a gentleman that real-
ly wants a good wife, — one
who is neat and clean, between
40 and 60.
M. J. Pritchard, 1708 Jeffer-
son St., Gary, Ind.
al,-;"eqs6PProi.Doodle
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Declares Negro Should
Take New Look At Life
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
lowing article, written by the en us,
Rev. Arthur Bradford, gives twenty
• his views on the progress and
Nor Mme Chante: I am de-
striolis of obtaining a pal in
Chicago. I am 23, 5 feet, 3 in-
ches tall, weigh 120 lbs.
Gretella Stewart, 39 Cresent
Rd., Whitfield Town, P. 0.,
Kingston, Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I see
where you have helped many
people find friendship and hap-
piness through your column.
to I decided to write to you
to see if you could help me find
pen pals or new friends in
this big strange city. I am a
stranger here and do not
know anyone who is interest-
ed in becoming acquainted with
new friends. I am 33, 3 feet
9 inches tall, brownskin. Would
like to meet someone who is
serious and enjoys the' better
things of life. All leters will
be answered and photos ex-
changed. If interseted, please
write for further details.
Hank Robinson, c-o E. Kin-
sey, 312 S. Levitt St., Rear
Apt, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have
been reading your column for
sometime and I enjoy it tre-
mendously. Would appreciate
it if you would help me. I
would like to correspond with
single gentlemen between the
ages of 49 alid 59; from 155 to
170 lbs, 5 feet, 101/2 inches tall.
I am 48, 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
light complexion. Please send
picture in first letter and I'll
do the same. All letters will
be answered.
Mrs. A. Carol McCaster,
6312 S. Drexel Ave., Chicago
37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am an
admirer_ of your column and
hope it will help me in find-
ing a young lady who under-
stands the meaning of affec-
tion and true friendship. I am
a stranger here from the Bri-
tish West Indies and find your
country very lonely. I will an-
swer all letters.
Carlos Armenta, 359 E. 60th
• • •
St., Chicago 37, 111.
Dear Mme Chante • I would
like to meet a young lady who
is loving and understanding. I
am single, often called hand-
some and like progressive jazz.
Will answer all letters of ser-
ious nature.





fol- aid the "other fellow" has giv-
especially within the last
years?
pastor of the Church of God,
New York, says "the Negro
should take a new look at life."
He has traveled in Europe, Af-
rica and the Americas and
speaks Spanish, German, Greek
ard Hebrew.)
By REV. ARTHUR BRADFORD
What's wrong withthe Negro?
Hastn't God Almighty made us
as other race and given us five
senses to use in our every day
life? Politic: Yes, American
history proves to us the heroic
role the Negro had in the bloody
struggle for independence, and
in t very war in which this
country had been involved.
There is no doubt, therefore,
that we as a people who bought
our freedom by blood have eve-
ry right to clamor for justice
in the political voice of the
country.
Because of our political rights
do w continue to depend on
9e "Other Fellow?" He has
been a help to us ever since
the emancipation of slavery, he
tins helped us by the employ-
ment he gives us, and he has
also provided schools for our
education, and has given us an
opportunity to advance. Have
we helped ourselves with the
wha. he terms the obligations OUR OBLIGATION
of the Negro. Rev. Bradford What are we doing in the field
f d
Schools Offer
R. R. Subjects Odd Tribal War
Tells Africans'
o n ustry and production? Are
we using our ability to create
for ourselves and posterity?
Are we different from the "oth-
er fellow?" When shall we real-
ize our obligation and act ac-
cordingly for the economic ad-
vancement of ourselves and pos-
terity?
Indeed, the "other fellow" is
a source of help to us in our
every day life by the jobs he
created with his industries, but
we failed to take advantage of
REV. ARTHUR BRADFORD
his help. Instead, we contln•
ue grumbling because he ob.
jects to giving us certain clas-
ses of position which he usually
reser,es for his own. The law
of human nature teaches us the
human instinct, that is, by the
oljection of the "other fellow"
in giving us the jobs which we
are trained for, he is unques-
tionably telling us to go and
create good jobs ourselves. Af-
ter all, he is looking out for
his own. Are you? Frankly
speaking the "o&her fellow" is
building for hit Posterity. What
preparation are we making.
WHY CONTINUE TO WAIT?
Let us not tarry any longer.
Let us follow what the "other
fellow" is doing and build, so
that our posteriay may not suf-
fer the consequences of our
neglect, but may instead enjoy
the fruits of our labor and
shall not depend only on the
"other fellow" industries as we
are today.
It is time for us to realize
that our education is to be used
for our economic advancement
instead of washing dishes and
scrubbing floors.
Within the last few weeks I
have been called on many
speaking engagements in order
to arouse the interest of the
Negro in the field of industry
and production. We here (at
the Church of God) are mak-
ing special preparation for the
trailing of any one who wishes
to advance in the field of in-
dustry production.
PHILADELPHIA — The As-
sociation of American Rail-
roads and many of the nation's
college officials have lone real-
ized that railroading offers a
variety of employment posi-
tions which touch on nearly
every subject studied in school.
Professors o f economics,
law, accounting chemistry.
physics business administration
and other subjects, frequently
incorporate transportation, par-
ticularly railroads, in their
courses of study.
Prairie View A. & M. College
in Texas -end Florida A. & M.
University at Tallahassee are
among institutions which offer
courses in engineering, trans-
portation and traffic manage-
ment with special reference to
the railroad field.
Prairie View, along with sev-
eral other colleges, provides a
curriculum of railroad study
which leads to a degree.
If you think the strife cur-
rently raking the Congo Repub-
lic is a strange affair, an even
odder conflict was the Ruanda-
Urundi civil war earlier in the
year.
This "war" that sounds more
like a three-way baseball game
pitted the "giants" and the
pygmies against the 'normals."
One of the native tribes of
African republic, the Bahutus,
rebelled in an attempt to throw
off the long standing domina-
tom of the Watusi. a tribe of
"giants" whose warriors are 7
feet o: taller.
Although outnumbered, the
Watusi fought back with the
assistance of their slaves, the
Batwu pygmies, and between
the two of them in some areas
they nearly licked the platter
clean of their normal-sized ad-
versaries
The Ruanda-Urundi civil was
W33 recalled by Luis Freile who
keeps the world at his finger-
tips as a researcher for the
map-making firm of Rand Mc-
Nally & Company of Chicago.
"It was a rather primitive
affair," Freile said, "where the
decisive weapons were the
spears and arrows of the Watusi
and the poison dart blowguns of
:he pygmies."
The civil war was stopped by
Belgian paratroopers who quick-
ly brought the Bahutus and Wa-
tesis under control, but had a
little more difficulty convincing
?he pygmies they should quit
blowing poison darts at the Ba-
hutus—and the paratroopers.
MASI of -cue PEOPLS 1t4 NeP.E Act
Qui-te SANE ...1mAt op4E oVER WERE
is -NE ONLY OME THAT'S REALLY NUTS!  
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Wenzier, Mrs. Cleve Read. Cr, Mrs. Shirlie Gray, Mrs. Totty Mr
s. Marjorie H.
WARD 
libretti Massey, Mrs. Alma; Joues
Memphis Salvage Corp. 





OFFICER - Vince Canine. REG
ISTRARS - Mrs. Mettle; 1414 Gut
JUDGES - S. E. Carlton, A. , 
E. Day, Mrs. Virga M. Port- OFFICER - Snit Acred.
J. Fleischer, Frank J. Ellis. er.
 - Mrs. Etna' X.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Alma J. 
Fransioli, Mrs. J. R. Nellon,
Perry, Mrs. lima Franks. Mn
. Louise Harwood, Mrs.
WARD 
-Itaymond Seim Mns C. A.
3$3 Beale St. 
nreckenridge, Mrs. J. M.
Ireadway, J. M. Treadway,
John P. Brown.
REGISTRARS - Anna P.
Hawkins, Mrs. A. 11. Ilast-
tints-
WARD 13
Fire Station No. 14
W7 MeLtmore
OFFICER - Frank H. Moore.
OFFICER - Curtis Johnson SU.DGES_, 
Ford.'
JUDGES - W. E. Scott, James Bars
 Wilkins
on, Atn.
0. Scott, Felix West, Johnnie 
C. Potts, B. L. Hampton, H.
I Goodman. Randolph Smith, 
O. Stanfield, Aileen M. Mar-
Maurice Hulbert Mrs. Jogs 
mann, Ellie V. Marmann.
I McComb, Mrs. M. Burt, Al- 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. H. 0.
fred Chambers. 
Stanfield, Mrs. Jack Patter-
REGISTRARS - Mn. Helen 
ion.
King, Queen Ester Guy.
WARD
474 S. Main St.
OFFICER - Mrs. J. M. Cox
JUDGES - John Georgelos
, JUDGES - Mrs. Loyee E.
Raymond Shepard. 
Dortch, Mrs. Charles B. Jack.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ora Lee' 
son, t. L. Downing, Louie C.
.101514, Mrs. Effie Goad. 
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NOTICE OF GENERAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 8, 1960
The undersigned, S. Nelson Castle,
 G. S. "Pat"
Joyner, and Lester H. Brenner, Commissi
oners of
Elections for Shelby County, Tennesse
e pursuant to
law, hereby given notice of an election
 to be held in
all wards and precincts In the City of Mem
phis and
Shelby County, Tennessee on TUESDAY, N
OVEM-
BER 8, 1960.
The election is called for the purpose of votint
for Presidential Electors for the Office of P
resident
and Vice-President of the United States; 
United
States Senator; House of Representative f
or the




Third & Market Sta.
OFFICER - Walter O'Neill
JUDGES - Mrs. Joe Castagni-
no, Mrs Christine Sanidas,
Mrs. Jessie Yruitticher, Mrs.
Elgie Forbes'.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Anna H.
Jonas, Mrs. Mary F. Lazen-
by.
WARD 2
Snelby Comity Office Bldg.
157 Poplin. Avenue
OFFICER - M. R. Barker




OFFICER - 3. T. Douglas.
JUDGES D. J. Fopplino, K.
H. Robson. Mrs. W. P. Shea.
jr., Mrs. E. W. Ledbetter,
Mrs. Thomas Frasier, KM
J. T. Douglas.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Sea Ty.




OrincER - Frank Flournoy.
JUDGES - Mrs. Evelyn M.
Rawlings, Sidney W. Rawl.
°MOIR - Mrs. Emma Turn- jags, Mrs. Hope L
alionte,
Yates, H. A. Rives, Mrs. Ef-1 tr. I Louie 'lyre, J. A
. Totty, Mrs.
fie Stites, Mrs. Helen Bryant. JUDGES - Mrs. Hattie K. Ha
l Bailey.
REGISTRARS - Mrs W. F.1 Smith, Mrs. Arminuar Turn- KaugsfactstS
 - Mrs. J. A.
WARD 71 REGISTRARS - Mrs opal W.
Mt. Olive CME Church Plyler Mrs. Z. B. Hitt.
53$ Laden
OFFICER - Geo. R Phelan WARD 14-1
JUDGES - James Moran, T. 117 Walker
L. Stroud. I ink B. Wilkerson,1 
lamerse College
' Mrs. Irene Gleeden, Annie It OFFIC
ER - Tommie Wallies.
Williamson. I JUDGE
S -Mrs. rarebit Walk'
REGISTRARS - Mrs Rosal er. Lilli
e Caldwell, Mrs. And-




OFFICER - Mrs. Otelia M
Davis.
JUDGES - Mrs. Justin Iteed,
sr., John Force. Mrs. John
torte Mrs. Petite Talbert,
Paul Kehoe Gertrude Smith,
Mrs. Louise Williams.
REGISTRARS - Geraldine





A. B. MU School
1372 Liaise




OFFICER - Will Purdy
JUDGES - Nina Jackie',
Mrs Leo's Moody. Geraldine
Jones. Dr. B. F. McClave',
Armstead Buford. Mrs. Clara
Winston, Mrs. Julia Thomas.
REGISTRARS - Miss Marie





OFFICER - Owen M. Wade.
JUDGES - Ruby Banks, Mar-
tha J. Bramlett. Slittie L. Al-
len. Mrs Joseohine Evict)*
Johnnie Dye, Mrs. Edna M.
Mitchell.
Elt6LSTRARS - Mary E. Her-
wood, Myrtle A. Argubright.
WARD
Pimping Station assembly Eat.
Marilee & Seveeth
orricER - Melvin A. York
JUDGES -Cliff McCarver, sr.,
Charles E Nunnery, J. A.
Martin. Alma H. Trobaugh,
James F Holcomb, Mrs. Pa-
tricia Denegri, Mrs. Rose-
mary Marshall, Mrs. Lithe 1).
Buffort, Mrs. Willie Mad 1111.
lings. Mrs. Izelle Smith, Mrs.
Violet L. Owen.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. A.




OFFICER - Mrs. Rolle Pita.
grew.
JUDGES - Mrs. Alice J. Shep-
herd. Mrs. Lula Buford,
I Clarence Pope. Dorothy Gray
Gladys Johnson, Mrs. Eliza.
beth Russell. Mrs. Anna K.
Pope.
-
Serviee Commissioner for East Tennessee
 pivision;
State Senators for the 30th, 32n4 and 33rd Senator
ial
Distriets of Tennessee to the General Assem
bly;
State Borssentatives to the General Assembly of
Totnisssili for Positions 1 through 8 from S
helby
County and voting on Constitutional Amendment re
-
lating to the extension of the term of Trustee. Article
VII, Section I.
The polls in all voting precincts in the City of
Memphis And the County of Shelby will open at 8:80
A. M. and close at 7:30 p. m. Central Standard Time.
NOTICE is further given that City, County,
WARD 21-2
Dave Wells Comm. Center
Chelsea k Ayeri
OFFICER - Alex Meyer.
/Mons - Mrs. Robert 0.
Walker, Rosa Spore, Mrs. Al-
bert Smith, Mrs. Marvin Z.
Sims, Mrs. Geo. D. Ashton,
Mrs Clyde E. Smith, John
°reshot.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. T.




OFFICER - R. L. Greer.
JUDGES - Mrs. Bernice J.
Harris, Mrs. Arisona M. Fort,
Mrs. Willie Mae Brooks, Mrs.
Julia P. Pulliam, Mri. Wil-
liam Evans, Mrs. Irene Mit-
chell, Will Robinson, Beatrieli
Grandberry, Mrs. Alice L.
Holernan, James Clark, Mr*.
Dorothy Mae Harris, Nelson
Jackson.
REGISTRARS -Mrs. Margaret




OFFICER - P. G. Krouse.
JUDGES - Fay Caldwell, H. C.
Sellers, Willie Dearing, Susie
Hyde, Lillie L. Itoskey, Rose
Nati, Mrs. Frankie Renzi,
Mrs. Bobby Corzine, Mrs. W
.
R. Stegall.
REGISTRARS - Mrs Nellie A.




orricsit - Herbert S. Each.
JUDGES - level Jordan, Vera
Dudley, P. M. Mitchell,
Deese H. Ryan.
REGISTRARS - Hazel L.
son. Elma A. Turner.
WARD 24.1
Fire Station No. 1$
1411 8. Parkway, W.
OFFICER - Pearlene Tate.
JUDGES - Mrs. Rosie Dawson
Mrs. Mini* Swatts, Mrs. Jo.
ale Walker, Mrs. Virginia
Wade.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mary B.
Love, Mrs. Annie Z. Holmes.
WARD 24-3





OFFICER -Charles A. Cleaves
JUDGES - Mrs. Clare Wilson,
Ines F. Glenn, Ruthie Mae
Deberry, Mrs. Kay Thornton,
Mrs. A. M. Owens, Selena D.
Jackson, Arthur Peques, Mrs.
liable W. Milts, Kenneth L.
Delp, Mrs. Maxine A. Smith,
Mrs. Natelle Wadley.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Vivian





otritemt - gutar J. Moody.
JUDGES Mrs. Marie J. Bro-
gan, Mrs. Ruth B. Beck, Mrs.
Leona Dixon, Mrs. Male
Sanders, Mrs. Vette Morgan,
Mrs. Beatrice D. Butler.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Fred 1.





OFFICER - Edwin J. Cox.
JUDGES - Mrs. Mettle N.
Moore, Mrs. Eva Tillman,
Mts. Ernestine Hughen. Mrs.
Annie Benson, Mrs. Anna
Parker, A. E. Withers, Miss
Vernita Doggett.
REGISTRARS - Miss Ora 3.




OFFICER -3. B. Ferguson.
JUDGES - Mildred Harris, It
E. Pike, P. K. Holden, Tom
Avery, Mrs. J. 5 Ferguson,
John F. Moloney.
REGISTRARS - Kesel L. God-
man, Alice N. Booth.
WARD 252
NIB Bros. Motor Cit.
1144 Mediae
OFFICER - J. D. Marks.
JUDGES - Mrs. Henry Rawl-
inson, Henry Raerlinson, R.
Hale Mosley, E. Kinney,
Mrs. William Dewey, A. F.
Wattam, Mr. J. N. Bagwell.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Com
e




Mrs. Jessie Gilliland, Wi
llie man, Roy Keathle
y.
Lee Thomas. 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. 3. L.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. I






Orange Mound Swimming Pool
WARD 234 2:17s Cams Ave.
Walker Ave. School orricER - J. A. Shappley.
ug S. Lauderdale JUDGES - G. W. Wynne, Mrs.
OFFICER - Lofton Bowers. M H. Strong, Frank Lowe
,
JUDGES - Mrs. Marie A. 
Wil- Rudolph H. Johraon, Ray F.
son, Marx Gordon, Mrs. 
Er. Gordon, Mrs. Arthur Perkins,
ma Jones, 3. Ashton HO?"' Grant Pattern, Mrs
. Frances




rio Bowers, Mrs Alma K. 
Cut- "'Leos, 0. M. Burks, Mrs. S.
Henry W. Beecher, Olive Bernice Bridgeforth.
Baker, Margaret Pur
dy, REGISTRARS -Patricia Hick-
Arthur C. Brown. ett, Mrs. Eleanor B. Ho
skins.
REGISTRARS -Mrs Arab De-
meyers, Mrs. Annie Las Jen-
 WARD X
HO Undo. .ILTDGES -
 Evelyn Boswell, 
Dings. Peabody Gem Cente
r
OFFICER - Chalmers Cullin




JUDGES - Unrest" Mura
t, O'Leary, Mary O'Lear
y, Lou. 
OFFICE* - J. J. Sweeney.
St. Timms Scheel
Howard K. Winn, Erie E. El-
 ise H Betz, Mrs. 
&1st B. 
JUDGES - Neely Grant, Ed.
mund If. Lingenfelder, Ma-
rino Albonetti, George Clarks
Troy Gatlin, Mrs. Troy Gatlin
Mrs. Mildred Hies.





OFFICER - Travis H. Nowell.
JUDGES - Mrs. A. C. Ander.
son, Mrs. D. L. Users, Mts.
John Morris J. Z. Huffman,
J. W. Morris. Mrs. W. L.
Ward, J. M. Goodwyn, Mrs.
D. D. Cavagnaro.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. P. L.




OFFICER - Richard T. Poole 
()Ma/ ••••• Mrs. Ani
s K.
JUDGES - Mrs. Juanita B
ar- Clay.
tholotnew, Mrs. Alice Sue 
JUDGES Mrs. mu' Smi
th,
Wilkinson. Mrs. A. H. Het
es. Mrs. Lettie Mae 
Dean, Mrs.
Mettle Washington, George; Huchignini. Mrs. 
Genial Lou Finch, It 11. E
verett, Jr., JULA,En - Mrs. Virginia La.
 
mueller, I. W. Eller, Mrs. 
Eloise flowers, Rey. H. H.
gsworth, s. - 
James Walters, Mrs. C. 
C. Jaws, Die Thoma
s, Mrs.
Washington, Mrs. Roberta'
 Robin NIA ati Jeff
erson C. Calhoun, Thomas n
eer, John R. Lerner, rite
Young, Mrs. Barbara Whit- 
noon.. Earl P.
Davis. C. Wynne, Nichol* M. Wynns,




ft D. Clark, Clara West, 
Mrs. Mabel keg.
tlow, Calvert* Islimatl. REGISTRARS - Miss Anna




REGISTRARS - Mrs. Clara yimmirsisa. &s
ift B. Greg. REGISTRARS- 
Mrs Rosa REGISTRARS - Mrs A. R. 
Bo- 
REGISTRARS - . L4
.1 1110111111A1U4 M r s.
Parks, Mrs. Thelma Elio*. us. 
Sutter, Mrs. Ben la/ASSOC lin. Lou Emma 
sow' ' 
Mrs Jo Ask 
. bits Whitney, Mrs. 1St*
&Mutat. Mafia. 
Threlkaid.
rey Allen. J. N. Cowan, Mrs.
Lillie Wheeler Estelle Wray,
Clint Willett, Mrs. George
Labarre. Mrs. Mary F. Wat-
kins, Joe C. McNeal.





OFFICER - WW Gray.
JUDGES - Nettie B. Roge
rs,
Lillian Newman, Dr. W. W
.
Gibson, Thomas H. King
,
Mrs. Vernon Dickens, Dorn
-
thy Walker
REGISTRARS - Rhea V.




OFFICER - J. C. Lancaster.
JUDGES - A. Bennett Sande
r'
Jesse Cunningham, Dr. 
Law-
rence Fitzgerald, Mrs. 1. L
.
Grayson, Mrs. Guy Davis,
Will. Holeman.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Allen
Rudd, Mrs. I..eetSr Greet.
WARD 9-1
Idlewill Selman
rod. Ward Barium, Mrs. J.
 Herron, Mrs. Julian 
Ayetnett,
E. Cupolas 
C. W. Stetahamp, M
ildred
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Doroth
y Centeno.






REGISTRARS - Mrs. Jeanette Dean, 
Shelby Springer.





WARD 114 Lindell & Cleveland Sts. 
Fire Stations No. 111
Fee" II" CellaitialtY Cele" OFF
ICER -Wm. Henry Fisher 
Defiler & raztan
57$ Mississippi Blvd. JUDGES - Dudley IL Jeff
er. OFFICER - Arthur
 Gemignani WARD 24-1
OFFICER - Chester B. Cade son, L H. Lanahin, D. 
B. JUDGES - Mrs. 
Joel T. Frill, Cummings School
•TUDGISS - Will Taylor, Mrs crawley. Mrs. D. B. 
Craw- er. Mrs. Ele
anor Palmer, lea? Cummings
Almanda Washington, Mrs. ley W C Bryant Leo
 J Mrs. Louise 




OFFICER - John J. Bailey.
JUDGES .--Mrs. W. H. Mernsar.
rat, Ruth Stapleton, Mrs.
Mettle Yates, B. H. Pierce,
Mrs. Henry Bowden.
REGISTRARS - Mrs John H.





OFFICER - E. mower, jr.
MIKES - Lucille R. Waller,
T. W. Waller, Sam J. A
ildrea'S
Mrs. Alfred U. Council, 
Al-
grid 11 Council, Mrs. 
Shirley
Smith.
REGISTRARS - Nora 
Fon-
tail**, Nell C. Wherten.
WARD 19
Waldraa & Jeffers*.
OFFICER - C. S. Baugh.
 OFFICER - Mrs. Fannie M 
94S Sc. Cooper
JUDGES - Helen Gray, Mrs.
 Harris. 
OFFICER - D. L. Johnson.
Vivian Wood, Mrs. Scott 
D-IJUDGES - Sena Camp
bell, JUDGES - W. D. Ho
well, Mrs.
Harris, Mrs. Grace C. Fr
ank- Mrs. Jessie Mae Henderson, 
Hattie Burrell, E. F. 
Sanford,
fin, Mrs. John Arnold, M
rs. Mrs. Melvanor Fisher, Ma
- Mrs. E. M. McCall*
, Roy
Pat trans, Mrs. C. S. 
Baugh, lisa Williams, Mrs. Ra
y Emerson, C. W. Kinse
y, Tier.
Mrs Rose M. Bowling. Wash
ington, Elijah R. Robin- 
ra Odom, Joseph II. tw
in-
REGIS/EARS - Mrs. H. Tr
ent son, Mrs. Bertha Scru
ggs, son, sr., Mrs. B
owers Hick-
Davis, Mrs. Kay Thomps
on.
WARD 29-1
Menidsis College el Musk
922 Overkill Park Arm.
OFFICER -Dr. Arthur Sample
JUDGES Mrs. Arthur Samp
le.




Mrs. Evelyn Lewin., C. I
L
Moser, Herbert Morris, 
Ira
W. Pyroa, Mrs. Chas. Pa
tton.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Lawrence












OFFICER -Mrs. Orville Flack.
SVDGES - Jerome T. Phillips,
Edith Phillips, Opal Stoddard,
Sue Edmondson, Mrs. Mil-
dred Ayers, Mrs. Ethel Barn-
et
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Helen
Griffin, Vivian McNulty.
State or Federal Government employees are no
t eligi-
ble to serve as election officials by State Statute S
ec.
2-1120. Any such employee listed herein is requ
ested
to inform the Election Commission for removal o
f
name by calling JAckson 7-0028.
The Following Officials Are Appointed To Hold 
The
Election:
By Order Of Shelby County Election Commission
S. NELSON CASTLE, Chairman
G. B. "PAT" JOYNER, Member
LESTER H. BRENNER, Secretary
WARD 214 AR 
WARD 444
Oak Park "Y" 
DuWowdeaD 3t
School
Willett & Feeler 
Vellentine School
1570 N. Partway len Vollentine
OFFICER - John F. Lucchesi. OFFICER -
 Arm. A. Brugge. OFFICER - Harold Davis.
JUDGES - Mrs. Albert G. JUDGES -
 Jared Blanchard, JUDGES - Chris E. Arnoult, IP
Hayes. Mrs, Sid A. Law, Mrs. Charles Ni
chols, A v e r / Louis Donati, C. R. Barr
en.
F. L. Cox, Mrs. C. F. Ingram, Blankeney, Mar
tha E. Ram- ties, Eddie C. Doyle, Uri. J.
P. P. Hall, Mrs. S. E. Mar, sty, Mrs. Cha
rles Andrews, L. Dixon, Mrs. Carl West,
shall, Carol Lucchesi Mrs. Sig
 Levi, Anthony As. Charles A. Davis, jr.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. George pen),
 Mrs. John Petrichlos.
R. ?Clint, Mrs. Fred Y. De- REGISTR
ARS - Mrs. Bessie
muth. Harrell, Mrs. Lu
cille Collins.
WARD 31.4 WARD 3$-2




OFFICER -.-. W. Neal Max
well. OFFICER - E. L. Williamso
n.
JUDGES - 0. F. Soderstrom, 
JUDGES ".. Mrs. Gertrude Car- JUD
GES - Mrs. Arizona Ca-
Alice Maxwell, A. A. Meyer, 
penter, Roy L. Stone, Albert rother
s, Mrs. Mary E. Woods,
A, A. Bumpus, A. L. Duvall, ' 
Gross, 11. Herbert weir, Jake Mrs. Audrey Ga
les, Mrs.
W. B. Donigan. Mrs. W. 5. P
rincipi, R. L. Sherrick, John Geral
dine Fulton, Booker T.
Donigan, Mrs. A. L, Devill. 
Getz, Miss Hazel Baker, E. A. Mo
ore, Rev. Lee E. Mitchell.
REGISTRARS - Mrs J. It. 
McDermott, Mrs. John Getz. J
ackson Gales, Mrs. Thelma
Stelntan, Mrs. J. E. Conley. 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ethel 
Bailey, Earline Baker, lgra.
WARD 32.1 








n, Mrs. Lunde Mai
OFFICER - Neal E. Tldwell. 
141$ Jackson Ave. Gar
rett.
JUDGES - Mrs. Ida B. Groves 
OFFICER - C. E. Rauscher.
Burris C. Berry, Mrs. Willie 
JUDGES - John R. Aday, sr., 
WARD 414
Oglesby, Kithrya Patterson, 




Mrs. Luby Sanderson, Mrs. 
Bowers, Sr., Mrs. Alice Saw-
Sue Sandidge. 
ers, Mrs. J. D. Wham, Claude 
OFFICER - G. T. Wingo.
RtGISTRAIS - Mrs. Lala
h Christley, G. J. Branno
n. JUDGES - Sidney L. Nicho
las,
Barker, Mrs. Clyde Hughe
y. REGISTRARS - Mrs. M
argue• Richard McNichol's, Mrs. 
W.
WARD 32-1 








OFFICER - Randolph Holt. 
Lester Street School
JUDGas - Ruth A. Pattern, 
5s4 Lester
Josephine Holt, Mrs. Georgi
a ()Mont -Jewell W. 
Kirksey.
Watts, Mrs. Ann Mims.
JUDGES -Carl A. Russell, 1.41-
REGISTRARS - Bessie Stova
ll liim McNeil, Mrs
. A. W. Da-
Derethy Ingram. 
cus, Mrs. F. C. Holland, Mrs.
WARD
Julia Parham, Mrs. Nola
n
33-1
Firs Statket No. 13 
Turner, Mrs. Cassie Fre
e-
Parkway & Bread 
man, Nalirue L. Russell, Vi
o-
OFFICER - Mike Givin. 
let Jones.
JUDGES - J. W. P. Fleming,
Barney T. Highland, Mn.
Harvey Taylor, 24rS. A. G
.
Steck, Mrs. Jack Powe
rs,
Sant Rembert, jr.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. 
F.
Wade, Mrs. Stanley Hard/.
WARD 33-1
Armstrong Feriae?' More
OFFICER - T. W. IiiWong. 
oFricga _ win. j. Rimy.
JUDGES - H. A. Wilmot, 
Lynn JUDGES - Mrs. Grace MeKi
t.
H. Ferguson, Donato 
natal, risk. Mrs. Eve A. Benedic
t,
Mrs. Z. 0. Bailey, Mrs. 
Ann, Mrs. Karthw L. Harris, Mrs.
Moody, Norman Blake, Mrs.
 I R. j. iternoids, R.
 J. Rey,
Melvin Furchgott, jr. I wide, Mrs. Sophie
 DruRnr•
REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. C.
 REGISTRARS - Mrs. Alb
ert





OFFICER - George Trafford.
JUDGES - Mrs. Evelyn Len-
dermon, Mrs Eloise Cesare,
Miss Ada Mae Williams,
X r 8. Ernestine Liedsey,
James Holmes.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Flom
Williams, Mrs. H. C. John-
ion
2523 Broad
OFFICER - B. C. McKee.
JUDGES -Mrs. Louis. Ha
rlow
K. S. Hawkins, Harry Nort
on,
Mrs. Arverne Abel, Theo. N
.
REHGentIlleTRy, ARS - Mrs. 
Mable





OFFICIR - Kyle Halley.
JUDGES -Mrs. M. B. Swinn
ey,
Mrs. Myrtle Oliver, Mr
s.
Martha Todd, Tom Tid
well,
Louis Rector, Mrs. Irene A
s-
tor, Mrs. Adelle Hanle.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Irene




OFFICER - D. 111. Thraikil
l,
JUDGES - Jell* McMahon, C.
B. Gallagher, J. P. Walter
s,
Mrs. J. P. Walter., E. Lovell,
W. R. Bradford, Mrs. Elvi
ra
Cody, Mrs. Frnistine loo
se.
Mrs. Flora Platt.





OFFICER - Mrs. Ruth B. P
er.
JUDGES - Mrs. Saddle 
Jen-








Streeter, Mantle E. Prin
ce.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Bert
uce






411JDOES - Mrs. MOW X
.
Young, Mrs. Con Carson,
Mrs. Fordie M. Burtoft, Mrs.
Connie White, Mrs. Cell
i*
21.11141, Mrs. Alberta How
ard,
Albert Mickle.
ItEGISTRAIS - Mit. Lu
la









Maim Read k Jackas
s Ave.
OFFICIR - K. A. McEw
en.
JUDGES - Mrs. Joe D. 
Hard-
esty, Mrs. W. H. 
Roberts,
Mrs. W. H. Carte, Mrs
. J. P.
Crosano, Mrs E. C. C
atlin,




Campbe,AERrliDn 3124  3.. Dye.W
His. Presby. Clutch
330e Summer Ave.
OFFICER - L. A. McCu
ne.
JUDGES - Mrs. G. M. 
LaRue,
Mrs. Sam McCall*, Mrs
. Mar-
garet Alderson, Mrs. 
Christal
Edwards, Mrs. Robert 
0"
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Rim L.




OFFICER - George C. Caudle
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Urnbert




OFFICElt-- ,  Harry Winfield.
JUDGES - Sam A. Laagford,
Josephine Harris, Rev. B. J.
Benson, Mrs. Arnald Britt,
RhtileTKAIRS --Mrs. Catherine
 Mrs. Derinda Gray, Rev. M.
Sweet, Mrs. Marie Marchetti.
 Wilifield.
WARD 31.2
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Marjorie
Melody Music Slop
T. Johnson, Mrs. Alice G. Mc-
2842 Poplar Ave.
OFFICER - Robert E. Ma
r-
shall.
JUDGES - Mary L. Marshal
l,
Mrs. Mary L. Peeler, 
Mrs.
C. W. Chastain, T. L. Peel
er.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. 
Earl





Omuta - W. B. Herbe
rt.
JUDGES - Mrs. Mar
garet
Hatcher, Mrs. Lee Miller,
 D.
A. Ellis, Mrs. Douglas 
Cooper OFFICER-W. B Barron
Charles M. Kennedy, Nel
l Da- ,JUDGES-Mrs. W. P. Major
s,
cus, Erilne Cole. NI. s. B Barron, Del
lis
Walker, J. T. Crips, Leonard
Berry, Mrs. Julius A. Byrd,
Mrs. Ellis Malone, Mrs. Jo
e
Petty, Mrs. Marie Hodgson
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Margu
e-
rite Davis, Mrs. Marie Bowlell.da
WARD 43 Precinct 1 icr






OFFICER - H. D. Bomar.
JUDGES - Mrs. Lola Marie
Kinney, Mrs. Leona Dayle,
Chas. 0. Weir, J. C. Evans,
A. D. Heflin.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ann
Newton, Mrs. Joe Rinaldi.






Mrs. F. F. Walker. JUDGES-
Mrs. S. M. McKee,
nEOISTRARS - Mrs. Irby 
Fin. J. K. Fly, A. E. Bau
m",










Mrs. J. C. McHugh's
. JUDGES-J. R. Joist, Curds- H.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Todd 
M
Maier, Mrs. S. E R
ickman. R
aiford, Mrs. Josephine Con-
WARD 3S-4 




1124 N. Highland 
' REGISTMARS-Mrs. W. H.
OFFICER - T. W. 
Cannon. McGill, Margaret P.
 Lloyd




J. R. Cotten. Mrs. L
. C. Wil.
sea Mr4..__Clerice M. 
Blakely.
RIEGSTRARS n- Mrs. Ge
ne R. OFFICZR-zatae Stone





OFFICER - Louis Hall
.
JUDGES - Carrie 
Hatcher,
Geo. A. Taylor, Doris 
Brooks
Silas Tally, Willie Worl
ey, El-
len Johnson, Minnie 
Dixon,








OFFICER - Fred M. A
gee.
JUDGES - William H.Vohn
eon
Charlie Lee }fumy, Eul
a
Mee Kale, Mrs. Louise 
Shir-
ley. James Douglas, Wm. 
C.
Davis, Mrs. Mary Gray,
Theresa Wilder.
REGISTRARS - Rifts Cham-
ber*, Mts. Alice M. Lewis.
WARD 4g Precinct 1.




Mrs. Gracie D. Smith, Mrs.
Lula W Williams, Mrs. Susie
Williams, Paul Hear y,
Nichols. David L. Edmond,
Mrs. Annie M. Jordon, Sam
Bush, Mrs. Alberta Hares,
George Harrell, Lillie Rae
Davis
REGISTSARS-Mrs. Frances
.1. Hicks. Mrs. DOH* J. Wil-
liams
WARD 44 Precinct I
ugh Point Terrace Areille
High Petit Terrace & Philweed
orricut-O. P. Steele'
JUDGES-Wm. C. Bishin,' Rowe
M. Belcher, Mrs. Gladyails11.
F L. Williams, Curti, S.
Luck, Mrs. Leonard Shea,





Continued From Page 14
Gibson, Mrs Mattye B Wil-
roy
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Harry
Cosby, Mrs. L. W. Danielson
Ward 44 Preterit 2
Brownstone Building
135 St. Albans Fairway
OFFICER—W. R. Flippin
JLTDGES—L. W. Holthofer, Don
Wellford, Walker Wellford,
jr Mrs. Walker WeIlford,
Paul Gillespie, Mrs. Mabel
Bacigalupo. Mrs. W. E. Ward,
John R Kinnie, Julian Cohen
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Thomas
11) Kirk, Mrs. C. D. Akers, Jr.
•
WARD 44 Precinct 3
1—Galloway Club House
A$1,5 Walnut Grove Rd.
OFFICER—Lawrence W. Har-
rison Sr.
MOMS—John W. Bain, J. P.
Gordschmid Jack W Kenner,
D.. R J Reynolds, Mrs. R.
J. Reynolds, Mrs. Lawrence
Megel
REGISTRARS—M r s. J. A.
Lew°. Mrs. Mose Alperin
— WARD 44 Precinct 4




Kathryn B. Davis, Marjorie
Davis, Mrs. Joe Gates, Beu-
lah- Wiebenga. Ken Rhineber-




Franks. Mrs. W. E. Ward
WARD 44 Precinct 5




ker, Margaret Lakey, Mrs.
Vadia Hathaway, K. M.
Hrhaway, C. E. Whitaker,
Mrs. Don L. Fuqua, John
Novell, Beulah Travis
Hall. Mrs. Etta Gadd






Fred Bauer, Jr., Wm. 0. Gor-
den, Mrs Geo Madlinger,
M. Keith Spurrier, Mrs.
James Hughes. Carl A. Fuess,
W. J. Cody, Jr., Tim Tread.
w41, Jr., Mrs. Millsaps Fitz-
hugh, Keith Spurrier
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Helen
Morley, Mrs. W. D. Mathis
Jr.





Mrs. L. L. Turner, Mrs. Fay
Brower, Irwin Hooper. G. H.
Luckett Mrs Jewell Hub-
bard, L L. Turner, W. R.
Mike
It6ISTRARS—Mrs. Herman
Taylor. Mrs A. B. Ricketts
WARD 45 Precinct 3
Fire Station No. 18
3426 Southern
FACER — Geo. R. Holley.
JUDGES — J. B. Carney, Mrs.
Geo. R. Holley, Mrs. Henry
Froman, Bill Snowdy, John
I 
WARD 47 Prechict 1
Vacant Store
1461 S. Tresevant
!OFFICER — John F. Bates.
1 JUDGES — Mrs. Harold Mit-
! chell, Mrs. Louise Winborn,
l
Liddie Irene Clanton, Edna C.
Caplinger, Mrs. W. C. Sowell,
Mrs. Leonard Pefers.
it
EGISTRARS — Mrs. C. T.
Clanton, Mrs. Kathleen John-
son.
WART) 47 Precinct 2
Manuel's Flowers
2510 Lamar
OFFICER — 0. B. Hartsfield.
JUDGES — Mrs. Helen Wil-
liams, Mrs. Catherine Casa-
retta, Opal Strawbridge, Mary
Hattaway, J. L. Erwin, Harry
J. Liberty, Jr., R. G. Wens-
ley.
REGISTRARS — Inez Roch-
elle Mrs, H. E. Soule, in.
WARD 47 Precinct 3
Bethel LaBelle Comm Center
2696 LaRose
OFFICER — David S. Jones.
JUDGES — Mrs. Mildred E.
Jones, Mrs. J. C. Hatler, jr.,
Mrs. J. H. Brock, Mrs. R. L.
Talley. Mrs. Fannie B. Parks,
Lucie Campbell, Mrs. A. J.
Kelley, James D. Anthony,
Mrs. Mildred E. Jones, Mrs.
Joe Worrell, George Newell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Luceal





OFFICER — Mrs. Bernice Alex-
ander.
JUDGES — Mrs. Mary Eliza-
beth Lee, Mrs. Corene Mc-
Williams, Mrs. Pearl Jack-
son, Mrs. Carrie Mabry, Mrs:
Maude G. Sartor, Mrs. Rubye
Lee Bankhead, Mrs. Vera L.
Archibald, Miss Hattie S.
nie T. Sweet.
Wall, Verlii Wall, Mrs. Fan
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Fennie
T. Monger, Mrs. Mary Lind-
sey.
WARD 49 Precinct 1
Allen Pumping Station
Dison Street
OFFICER — sack W. Young...
JUDGES — M r s. Frances
Young, Clifford Harris, Troy
N. Cordell, Charles M. Far-
ley, Harold E. Garrett, John
T. Linxwiler, Harry C. Simp-
son.
REGISTRARS — Virginia H.
Cordell, Grace L Beckett.
WARD 49 Precinct 2
Pine Hill Comm. Center
Alice Street
OFFICER — T. E. Parker, jr.
JUDGES — Mrs. A. B. Collins,
Mrs. M. S. Hamilton, Mrs. L.
, R. Wolf, Mrs. Howard Hill.
Mrs. W. H. Davis, Mrs. J. E.
I Jolly. Mrs. Frances F. Durff,
C. A. Stewart, Jack
I Lavelle, Mrs. Jack LaVelle
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Sadie
Morgan, Mrs. Alonzo Cook.
WARD 50 Precinct 1
Vacant Store
380 Outer Parkway




OCT 29-NOV. 4, 1960
GENERAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 8, 1960
WARD 52 Precinct 1
Springdale School
880 Hollywood
OFFICER — Gordon Robert-
son.
JUDGES — Arthur L Cox,
Clovis H. Causey, Chas, C.
Handley, Ann Krasner, 'Mrs
A. B. Ewing, Banks Leonard
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Robert










3717 Van Nuys a
OFFICER—C. Neal Talley
JUDGES—Mrs, Lee Yeager,
Mrs Lonas Thurmer, Mrs. C.
N Talley, John Parker. Ro-
bert E. Lee, Allen Robinson,
Frances Ebert
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Martha






JUDGES—Mrs. Edward Neely OFFICER—A. V. Phillips,
JUPGES—Van L. Kerr, Mrs.
Willie TO Pannel, Vivian Joy
Reyes Edward A. Tyler, Wal-
lace H Pruitt, G. H. Boze-
man T G. Cupples, A. M.
Carney Mrs. E. Jackson
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Edward A





Mrs. Thelma Vaughn, H. A.
Murray, James Martin, Rolla
Smith, Mrs. Wm E. Lee, Mrs.
Dale Bentley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. K.





OFFICER—Floyd D. Rowe Jr.
JUDGES— Mrs. Jack Berry,;OFFICER—Mr. B. Bekemeyer,
JUDGES—Angelo Gattuso, Jo-
seph Lenzi. C. P. Winning-
hau, Mrs. M. I. Lambert,
Bergdorf, Billy Cox Sr. Mrs J E Hill, Mrs. Earl
REGISTRARS—Mrs. C. Buford Price Mrs. Newton P Allen
Holland, Mrs. Bernice Morn- REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ella M.
son. Rhodes Mrs. Paul Winning-
ham
Mrs. Howard Fletcher, Mrs.
Harry Jacobs, Frank Mensi,





OFFICER—E. L. Nolen, Jr.
WARD 58
Precinct 5
Precint S — Tent
Barron 8r Getwell
JUDGES—Annie Mae Jackson, OFFICER—F. Guthrie Castle
Sally McKee, Lillie B. Hoop-,JUDGES—Billy Mills, E. H.
er, Montine Long, Mrs. Caro-! Tenant jr.. M. C. 
Ossorio,
James F Fletcher. Loyce M.
Smith Charles T. Bausch, W.
H Wardle, J. M. Varossas
Mrs .1 M. Varossa, Millard
D. Emerson
REGISTRARS—Helen B Emer7







Mrs. Georria Shbup, Mrd!
Carey - M Clark, Mrs. Velma
Baxter. Mrs. Julia" Lloyd,
James Comin
REGIRTR A RS—Mrs: John G.
Argo Mrs St srearet Sutton
WARD 50 Precinct 2
Cumberland Preshy. Church
Park & Greer Sts.
OFFICER—J. F. Werne
JUDGES—Mrs. T. T. Roberts,
Mrs C N. Adkins. Mrs. E.
B. Keeton, Fred H. Tiede-
mann, Mrs. Pansy Fopay,
Mrs. Wilbur Coats, Mrs. C.
M. Keller. Ben, Fopay. J. T.
Harris. Mrs. J. T. Harris
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J W. Sig.
man. Mrs Martha Msrgan




JUDGES—Mrs. J. B. Williams
Jr.. Mrs Jane C. Williams.
Mrs. Mary Carter, W. K.
Houck. Mrs. Jimmie Crews,
Mrs. B R. McCarver, Mrs.
Rosa Lee Houck, Mrs. N. F.
Taylor Richard J. Potter,
Mrs. Shirley Kolp
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jean






Walnut Grove & Wallace Road Mrs. r K. Yrnme, Mrs. AI-
OFFICER—Jim C. Galloway vin E Wise, Thurman F.
JUDGES — Eulyse M. Smith, Vick. Mrs. Eric Hoyt
Harry Wellford, Mrs. Harry REGISTRARS—Mrs. Earl
Weeks, Jack Pipkin, Ruthe C. Dixon. Mrs. G. A. Hall
Handleman, McKinley Parker, WARD 60 Precinct 2
Mrs. Guy Bates. • Chariean School
REGISTRARS"— Mrs. Jake 2140 Charjean
Green, Mrs. Henry Fuqua. OFFICER—I. E. Lowrey Sr.
WARD 56 JUDGES—Louise Wallace. La.
White Sta. School nine M Oliphapt. Margaret
Roy G. Peden, Marcus Sloan( 514 S. Perkins Martin.' Lois Iss•Tison. Pearl
0. W. Rakestraw, E. C. Web- OFFICER—Lotile Bianchi W. Rettig. Lois S. Rawlines
er, N. E. Sloan. Mrs. Alice JUDGES— Mrs. G. S. Smith, REGISTRARS—M r s. Helen
Morton. Irving Lipman, Erley Staples.: Crain. Mrs. Kitty Shell
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. K. W. T. Wansley. J. K. Creson I WARD 60 Precinct 3
Stone, Clara Mansfield.
lyn Mason, Clara Faye Smith,
Mrs. Elaine Young, Mrs. Wal-
ter E. Jessen, Mrs. Martha
Boyette. C. 0. Boyette, Marie
Van Orman.
REGISTRARS — Mary Evelyn





1612 Wells Sta. Rd.
OFFICER— Myrtle Lyles
JUDGES--Mrs. Virgil W. Dug-
ger, Jr., Mrs. Evelyn Lang-
ley, Mrs. Stanley P. Faught,
Mrs. N. D. Lewis, Mrs. Frank
E. Burleson, Ella R. Leake,
Mrs. Chester Kirk, Jean Hill.
REGISTRARS— Mrs. Geneva







Mrs. Lela H. Smith, Carl E.
Coats. Mrs. Elmo Thompson,
Mrs. F. H. Lindberg, Herman
C. Duncan, W. M. Clough,
Cecil B. Greenland.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Weldon L.
Kratzer, Mrs. Wilma M. Tate.
WARD 54
Precinct 2
Fire Station No. 24
4472 Powell
OFFICER—W. F. Davis
JUDGES—A. T. Lankford, Ruth
B. Kinard, G. A. Conaway,
Jim H. Kinney, Wt. W. F.
Davis, Mrs. D. W. Hale, Hugh
Kelly, Bert Seuss.
B..Edgar, Mrs. John B. Ed- REGISTRARS—Mrs. Chatherine
gsig, J. W. Ashworth. 
JUDGES — Mrs. Viola Branch 
Mrs. Louise Lester, Mrs. 
,
B. Taylor, Mrs. J. W. Kil
Ella 
-
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bruce Crowe, Mrs. Georgia Mc-
Neal, Willie Webb, Mrs. Gus- 
patrick.
Mrs. Lee Morse. WARD 55•
i J h Mrs Queenie TentWARD 45 Precinct 4
St, John's Episcopal Church
222 S. Greer
OFFICER — T. K. Robinson
JUDGES — Mrs. P. A. Worley,
Mrs. C. N. Stokes, Mrs. Rob
ert Ruffin, jr., John E. Jen•
Charles G. Boyer.
Charles S. Pc-etc. Lawrence
Joseph, David V. Johnson.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. F. M
Duke, Mrs. John C. Moss.
WARD 46 Precinct 1
Memphis State University
. Patterson St.
gehOFFICER — R. W. Johnson
UDGES — F. A. Rawls, Haw
thorne Wallis, John E. Far
nor, A. J. Myer, Mrs. E. L.
Cele:
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Joe Mat
meek Mrs. Harry Spears, sr
• WARD 46 Precinct 2
'Furniture By Fleming
3574 Park
OFFICER — R. P. Weigel.
JUDGES — Mrs. Winnie C
Morris, Mrs. Dora M. Harri-
son, Mrs. Katherine S. Hall,
E. A. Wedaman, Mrs. Jessie
I. Wells, R. S. Hall, Mrs. Ben
Fondell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. L
Rell, Mrs. R. W. Rosebrough
WARD 44 Precinct 3
, ...Audubon Club House
— Park Avenue..
OFFICER — Guy C. Fisher, ..
1UDdES — Mrs. Gladys F
AK asOlican, Mrs. Hugh Humph.
W reys, Mrs. R. B. Shrewsbury,
Mrs. Lewis Donelson, J. B.
Noren, Mrs. Guy Fisher.111
. . REGISTRARS — Mrs. Clyde
t Warren, Mrs. Helen Salter.
s e L. o oson.
Davis:
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Annie
Gaskin, Mrs. Annie Craddock.
WARD 50 Precinct 2
Mallory Heights School
2058 Shelby
OFFICER — H. R. Tilson.
JUDGES — Prudence B. Teal,
lerne E. Grantham, Mildreu
Hutcheson, Mrs. Ruby Mason,
WARD 51 Precinct 1
Carnes School
943 Lane Ave.
OFFICER — Clyde E. Proctor,
jr.
.1vOGES — Aline Franklin, Sal-
ly Hines, Mrs. Ardine F. Hol-
mes, Mrs. Dora swore sirs
Ann rtutleuge, Rev. 'IS B.
Simon, Lorene r isaer, Joen
(Woes's, Mrs. Wm. E. Shot-
tner, Harold D. Exom, Patsy
Ella Keyes.
REGISTRARS — Sula Carden,
Mrs. Felix D. Miller.
WARD 51 Precinct 2
D. H. Parrish & Son
1083 Galloway
OFFICER — John Motley ..
JUDGES — Henry V. O'Neill,
Mrs. H. A. Fredrick, J. W
Briist, Wm. F. Spruill, Mrs
Wm. F. Spruill, Arthur Sum.
merfield.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. F
Head, sr., Mrs. Frances Mc
Goldgick.
Mrs. Ed H. Reeves, Mrs. Wm.





Alex W. Dann: Mrs. Mimi S. OFFICER—T. R. Robinson
Dann, W. C. Jamerson. I JUDGES—Eula B. Jefferson,
REGISTRARS—Della V. Mc-' Mrs. Irene E. Smith, M r s .
Kenna, Mrs. Wads Quinn. I Evelyn Martin, John Robert
WARD 57 son, Mrs. 'Hattie Martin, Mrs.
Fire Station No. 21 Ethel Copeland, Mrs. Ruth
4575 Poplar Ave. Williams, Mrs. Arlene K. Wil-
OFFICER—C. P. Boyer Hams, D W. Fields. Mrs.
JUDGES — Mrs. Winston T. Bertha Jenkins, Mrs. Juanita
Bowling, Mrs. James M. Truitt, Mrs. Bertha M. Rog-
Campbell, L. S. Lawo, Jr., ers, Bernie( Sullen, Mrs.
Tom L. Swan, Herbert Hood, Robbie Bishop
Daniel E. West, Armistead REGISTRARS—Mrs. Narcissa
Clay. Jones, Mrs. Graftee Elmore
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. C. Pet- WARD 61
erson. Mrs. Fred L. Lovitt. Melrose High School
WARD 58 843 Dallas,
Precinct 1 - Garage (rear) OFFICER—Edward J. Cardosi
909 S. ,Highland JUDGES—Mrs. Willie Gross,
OFFICER—L. F. Islaub Alta Mae Lemon, Mrs. Jose-
JUDGES—W. D. Stallings, Mrs. phine Winhush, Malisie Davis,
Juanita Walls. Mrs- Darnel Curtis Spillers. Mrs. Evelyn
Sullivan. John L. Nolan, Trel- Spillers Mrs Ardranell Ross.
lice Arnhart, W. J. Conners, Mrs. Maria Lawson, Thelma
Hal Patton, jr., Mrs. Hal Pat- Payton, Mrs. Mamie Tuggle,
ton jr. Mre Juanita Taylor
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ida Lou REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jamie /Is-




OFFICER—A. B. Irwin, jr.
JUDGES—M r s. Buford L.
Smith. Mrs. J. W. Cards Mrs.
John Williams, Monroe Parks
C. C. Hinsley, H. A. Wendt.
L-• I. Davis, sr., James F.
Davis, Mrs. T. F. Chance,
REGISTRARS—M r s, Louise





JUDGES—E. J. Jones, Pat Hen-
ry, John 11. Ball, Lewis J.
Spoon, E M Myers, W. R.
MrCornmon, Ethel Joyner,
Franres Kyle, Floyd H. Bar-
nett, Mrs. C. A. Hoots, Mrs.
B. H. Kubik, Clyde Pease
REGISTRARS—Mrs Ray Ve-






Leonard W. Gill, Edward G.
Grogan. Arthur McGoldrick
jr.. Frank H. Burns, John
Galella jt., Matt Beard,
James L. Claiborne, Mrs.
John C. Cameron, Harry A.
Jones, Robert Joyner, Mrs.
Robert Joyner, W. E. Capelle.
W. D Jemison jr.
REGISTRARS—Zeneda Martin,
Bobbie Farley
WARD 65 Precinct 1
Holy Rosary Catholic School
4841 Park Ave.
OFFICER—H. E. Vaught
JUDGES—Mrs. H. S. McDonald.
W. A. Biggs, John J. Dogeett
jr., Mrs Fay E. Read, Mrs.
Tom Leatherwood, Mrs. Tom
Guntei, Mrs. Leon Burkett,
Harmon Perrin
REGISTRARS—Mrs. James B.
Green, Nell J. Cochran
WARD 65 Precinct 2 — Tent
Mt. Moriah & Park Ave.
OFFICER—James Cox
GES—W. A. Craig. Tracy
sr.. Clifford B. Bieber,
Mo. Joe L. Roudebush,, -Ro-
bert Lewis, Wrs. John Win-
Bette, Stssvin Goff, Mrs. Vir-
ginia Lee
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ernestine
Cox. Mrs. James W. Mur-
phry





Edmonds, Wallace R. Gooch,
Mrs. J S. Stevenson, R. T.
Gillum, Barbara Martin, Mrs.
Nsrman Snider, Mrs. Ray-
mond Doty, Mrs. L. G. Ost
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ruth Gil-
lum, Mrs. Claude A. King




JUDGES—B. B Hill. SI r s.
Mary Ann Ditto, Mrs. Sara
R. Turner, Mrs. Celia Hud-
son, Mrs. Katherine Stephens.;
Robert E. Wilson, Mrs. Ro-








Mrs. B. L. Bock Geo. Busche
Hubert McCommon Henry B.
McAdams Fred W. Means
Creed N. Taylor, Jr. Robert
W. Pegram Jr. Todd M. Mil-
ler Leland E. Carter John W.
Singleton Cecil 0, Hicks Ma-
bel L. Butrum.
EtrGISTRARS—Mrs. C. H. Mar-
her Mrs. J. P. Cross
WARD 68
Precinct 1
Richland School 5440 Rich Road
OFFICER—Wm S. Reeves
JUDGES—Edwin H. Ragsdale
T. W. Bond Wayne G. Frank-
lin Chester P. Perry Agnes
Reeves Gustav Reinhardt
REGISTRARS — Maxey W.





390 S. White Sta Rd
OFFICER — Guy W. Glass
Eloise J. Habenicht Harvey
E. Yaffe Mrs. 19m Irons Wit.
ham Irons Clyde Pease Mrs.
Ernest Laurenzi
REGISTRARS—Ann L. Cald-




OFFICER—John J. Gala Wal-
ter G. Furr Lee H. Orton Jake
W. Little Geo H. Clifton John
Francchia Mrs. Cecil F. Ras
berry C. P. Sigler Betty May
Hamilton Hargaret Bolgeo
Mrs. Raymond Bacigalupo
Mrs. James H. Clifton.
REGISTRARS—Mrs: Charles L.
Heckle Mrs. Kenneth Mof-
WARD 72 Precinct 1
Denver School • Erayser Blvd.
OFFICER — C. L. Belk.
JUDGES — L. K. Collier. Mrs.
L. K. Collier, Edwin Wright,
S. W. Dent, A, C. Jerden, Mrs.
A. C. Jerden, lloyette Hod
nett, Mrs. W. H. Craig.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. J.
Beeson, Mrs. W. /1. Craig, jr.
WARD 72 Precinct 2
Grandview Heights
2378 Clifton Road
OFFICER — P. F. Fracchia
JUDGES — Mrs. W. R. May-
nard, Mrs. G. Diggs, Guy M.
Stout, C. A. Riddle, J. W.
Hodges, Mrs. Myrtle Gra-
ham, Mrs. Earl Dublin
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 0. B
Cash, Mrs. U. T. McAdams.
ARLINGTON Dist. No, 1
S. Y. Wilson's Store
Arlington, Tenn.
OFFICER — S. D. Osborn.
JUDGES — R. T. Harrell, R
S. Herring, James A. Thomas.
jr., Mrs. L. W. Diggs, Mrs.
Deutcher.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ora B.
Kellett, Mrs. C. R. Wilson.
BARTLETT Dist. No. 1
Albright's Gin Office
OFFICER — T. E. Warr.
JUDGES — John George, sr.,
A. G. Warner, jr., D. H. Got-
ten, Robert H. George, Odis
Rowe, John F. Boyd, Ben I.
Busby.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. 0.
McLeroy, Mrs. Clyde Warren
BRUNSWICK Dist. No. 1
Shelton's Warehouse
OFFICER — C. D. Shelton.
JUDGES — B. W. Reid, 0. 0.
Rast, Donald Monteith, Roy
Hill, W. F. Baker. FADS Dist. No. 2REGISTRARS — Mrs. Glenr Geo. R. James SchoolHarrell, Mrs. Bruce Person. Eads, Tenn.
ELLENDALE Dist, No. 1
Ellendale School
OFFICER — A. E. Beaty, an.
JUDGES — R. A. James, J. M.
Albin, Quintan Olds. Mrs. ,J.
R. Day, W. J. Molpus.
REGISTRARS — SOsrs. Inez
Mayo, Mrs. A. E. Beaty, sr.
KERRVILLE Dist. .No. 1
Dewey Ray's Garage
OFFICER — Sidney Ray, am
JUDGES — C. C. Wade, Hamer
Williams, Mrs, J. C. Carter,
Sr., Mrs. Edwin Ray.




E Dist. No. 1
Jeter School
OFFICER — Creeton Rook.
JUDGES — D. B. Waymon,
Hardy Johnson, Mrs. C. D.
Thomason. H. L. Edwards.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. E
Jeter, Mrs. Robert J. Hines.
LUCY Dist. No. 1
Lucy School
OFFICER — Gordon C. Cren-
shaw.
JUDGES — Mrs. Sallie D Har-
ris, Mrs. Wm. F. Garrett,
Mrs. Margaret Platt, M. S.
McFerrin. W. II. Gaughey.
REGLSTR 1R — Mrs. James
Williams.
McCONNELLS Dist. No. 1
Tent (Nextto Forrest Dr. CivicC
Benjestown & Fite Road
OFFICER — Leon Brower ....
JUDGES — James E. Massey,
J. L. St. Peters, S. G. Gray,
Mrs. Crockett Ellis.
REGISTRARS — John Bates,
V. E. Wilson.




OFFICER — Omar Pitts.
JUDGES — Earl T. Griffin
Earl Dunavant, Mrs. M. D.
Clark. Mrs. L. C. Miller, J
S. Rasberry, Sam L. Rawls,
B. G. Maxwell, Mrs. Ruth
Scrivener, W. D. Bland, Mrs.
W. S. Cunningham, Mrs. Rob-
in, Larsen, Mrs. Fitz-Gohn
Weddell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Helen
Chapman, Mrs. H. E. Cail-
louett.
RALEIGH Dist. No. 1
Fire House • 4183 James Rd.
Millington, Tenn.
OFFICER — Bob Crain
JUDGES — Claude Reece, How-
ard Reece, Taylor Gowe, Mrs
Amanda Tidwell, Mrs. Bob
Hammond, Mrs. W. A. Daniel-.
son.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Inez Ar-
mour. Mrs. Helen Hodges.
RAUFIGH 2 Dist. No. 1
( sir munity House
3145 James Road,
Raleigh, Tenn.
OFFICER — L. C. Castleberry.
JUDGES — Alfred J. Ruff,
Bruce Welch, Herbert Gatlin.
sr., Harry V. White, Mrs. D.
L. King, Mrs. H. J. Beach,
Mrs. Nina Sparks, Mrs. N.
V. Denson.
REGISTRARS — J. V. Patton,
Mrs. J. V. Patton.
STEWARTVILLE Dist. No. 1












T. Watkins, Mrs. Pauline Wil-
fett hams, Mrs. Jolin Strong.
A
CAPLEVILLE Dist. No. 2
Capleville School
Capleville, Tenn.
OFFICER — E. N. Hall.
JUDGES — Trent Malone, Mrs
Charles .T. Tuggle, Mrs.
Bruce Hale, Mrs. Dan Allen.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary
Jane Price, Mrs. Betty O'Kel-
ly,
—COLLIERVILLE Dist. No. 2
Fire Station
Collierville, Tenn.
OFFICER — T. L. Treadwell,
I jr.
,JUDGES — Pierce A. Thomas.
Herbert Lehman, R. C. Cox,
Mrs. Ruby H. Hawkins, H. F.
Kelsey, jr., Mrs. Carey Lester
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Byron
Dunn, Mrs. W. L. Jamison.
CORDOVA Oist. No. 2
Cordova School
Cordova, Tenn.
OFFICER — Carl W. Rogers
JUDGES — J. R. Humphreys,
Douglas G. Smith, Mrs. Hen-
ry M. Yates, T. H. Strong,
Mrs. Thos. Duetcher.
REGISTRAR — Mrs. Milton
Dacus.
OFFICER — Floyd Bryan.
JUDGES — Ben J. Roepe, lkie
Briggs, Mrs. E. Seward.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 0. L.
Moore, Mrs. Jay Prewitt.
FOREST, HILL Dist No. 2
Forest Hill School
Forest Hill, Tenn.
OFFICER 2- John B. Barnes.
jr.
JUDGES --2,'Robert E. Griz-
zard, 'Mm. Robert E. Griz-
zard, .M. U. Scott.
REGISTRARS — Barbara John-
son, Mrs. Freddie F. Bailey
GERMANTOWN Dist. No. 2
Fire Station
Gertnantown, Tenn.
OFFICER — Walter Gholson.
JUDGES — Oliver Anderson.
Mrs. J. W. Callis, Mrs. James.
R Maddox, Mrs. A. M. Som-
mers, Boyd Arthur, .jr., Mrs.
James R. Winchestear.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 0. D.
Roast, Mrs. Stuart M. Dean.
LEVI 1 Dist. 1
Levi School
OFFICER — John A. Free-
man.
JUDGES — E. W. Tompkins.
Mrs. Walter L. Sawner, Rob-
ert Porter, Henry Bondurant.
John R. Strong, Eunice
Crocker, Mrs. Eula Enis, J.
J. Evans, Wm. B. Wolfel, H.
S. Gill, jr., Mrs. Robert Por-
ter, Mrs. Nell Gill, Rose Mary
Hammond.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. A.
Clement, Vannie Leech.
LEVI 2 • Dist. No. 2
Ford Road School
OFFICER—Rev. G. A. Evans
JUDGES—Mrs. Edith Carroll
Mrs. Margaret Edwards, Mrs
Ber t ha Evans, Mrs
Gladys Smith, Mrs. Mabel
Whitlow, Mrs. J. M. Peters,
Mrs. 1. Rambert, Mrs. M. A.
Lewis, Mrs, Dorothy Jones.
Mrs. Betty Cardwell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bernice
Dawkins, Mrs. Juanita Les-
ter.
MORNING SUN Dist. No. 2
Intersection of Macon &
Mt. Moriah Rd.
OFFICER— Fred E. Godwin
JUDGES— N. E. Seward, El-
mer Demuth, Mrs. Virginia
Woodstock, Tenn.
OFFICER — Rembert H.
ams, jr.
JUDGES — F. D. Cooper, Mrs.
F. D. Cooper, Mrs. B. D.
Welch.
REGISTRARS Mrs L. F. 
Crawford. Mrs. R. H. Willi-
ams.
REGISTRARS — G. K. Spencer, WH1TERAVEN 1-1
jr., W. G Foster. District No. 2
WOODSTOCK Dist No, Whitehaven School Cafeteria
St. Ann's Episcopal Church OFFICER — D. C. Todd
JUDGES — J. J. Bevan, R. C.
Willi- Wunderlich, Ed. M. Morgan,
Mrs. J. D. Little, Jack Aday,
Mark Tatum, Henry Rey-
nolds. Jim Stafford, Mrs. J.
R. Swain. Mrs. Sam Black-
- well, Mrs. E. E. Edwards,
jr., Mrs. Loretta C. Roberts,
Mrs. Leslie Nicholson, Mrs.
Ernest McAfee.






OFFICER — David Harrison,
jr.
JUDGES — R. R.• Kirkpat-
rick, PH. Davis, Kermit B.
Buck, Clifford Davenport, An-
ita Carrington, Joe Gentile,
Mrs. Aubrey Carrington, Har-
ry Cabtree, Mrs. Clifford
Davenport, Mrs. Morris Dick-
stein.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. David





OFFICER — Robert R. Lamb.
JUDGES — Kenneth W. Parks,
Mrs. Jesse W. Burrell, Jack
L. Bunch, T. A. Flowers, jr.,
Mrs. J. F. Schaeffer, Edgar
L. Jones, Harry T. Smith, G.
It. Pitts, J. L. Whitaker, War-
ner Hodges.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. C. E.




OFFICER — Hector A. Bowe.
JUDGES — Samuel P. Vinson,
M. G. Temple, Raymond E.
Dum1,4 Mrs. Ernest Pope,
Margaret M. Pearce, Ray-
mond E. Tate. Mrs. Jane •
Musselwhite, Wm. R. Key,
Mrs. H. M. Wright, G. D.
Butler, Robert L. Grime:in,
Geo. P. Harrison, Dorothy P.
Nelson, M, 0. Nelson.
REGISTRARS — Newton A.,
Cook, jr., Mrs. E. S. Duffy.
WHITE STATION
District No. 2
Colonial Park Methodist Church
5330 Park Avenue
OFFICER — J. R. Garrett.
JUDGES — Howard Richards,
Geo. T. Roberts, Mrs. Rus-
sell Ozanne, Robt. C. Moors.
REGISTRARS — Eustace Sem-
mes, jr., Mrs. C. W. Oiler.
WARD 70 Precinct 1
Frayser High School
1530 Dellwood Ave.
OFFICER — C. W. Patton..
JUDGES — James G. Wilson,
J. A. Kimbrough, jr., Don E.
Holland, Bobby C.-Weakley,
Wm. T. Rankin, A. L. Roy, R.
R. Curie, Sam W. Cacciola,
A. B. Wren.
REGISTRARS — Haywood Wil-
liams, Mrs. J. A. Via.
REGISTRARS — KPS.. t
WARD 70 Precinct 2
Delano Senool • 1716 Delia*
OFFICER — Geo. S. Reeves.
JUDGES — D. A. Jackson, Joe
D. Chastain, C. W. Ogilvie,
Mrs. Floyd Allmond, Mrs. Ag-
nes Walker, W. C. Sessum.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. E.





OFFICgR Milton J. Siedell
JUDGES — Julia Siedell, Gene
Lamar, E. Mae Daseler, Mrs,
W. M. Crawford, Walter A.,
Owen, Robert C. Graves, Ave
Stinnett.
REGISTRARS — Elsie E. Clot-
feller, Mrs. Howard Stinnett.
Missionary
Keough,.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. C. A. Rig-
gins, Mrs. Elsie Sanderson. Society Elects
MULLINS District No. 2
Shelby County Penal Farm
Mullins, Tenn.
OFFICER— 0. M. Rogers
JUDGES — J. E. Simmersod
Mrs. Gene -Warth, Mrs. J. E
Daniels, Mrs. R. T. Waldran,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. B
Hopson, Mrs. S. C. Harris.
OAKVILLE Dist. No. 2
Oakville School. Oakville, Tenn.
OFFICER — A. F. Temple.
JUDGES—Miss Lurline Martin.
Mrs. A. F. Tempke. Mrs. C.
E. Bell, Mrs. Sam O'Dell.
Mrs. Howard Farrell, Mrs. C.
D. Case, Mrs. C. H. Brad-
shw, Mrs. John Zanola, Mrs.
Sam Carter.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Louise
Pearson, Mrs. Coy M. Futhey
ROSS STORE Dist. No. 2
Ross' Store
OFFICER — E. A. Anderson
JUDGES — W. H. Jackson.
George Sensing, W. H. Davis.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Betty
Ross, Mrs. Mary Distretti.
Chicagoan
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Samuel
M. Dixon, 6426 S. Park ave.,
Chicago, has been elected to
The United Christian Mission-
ary Society, board of Christian
education and missions of the
Christian 'Churches (Disciples
of Christ).
The United Society and its
managers convened here in con-
nection with the International
Convention of Christian Church-
es (Disciples), which is now in
session.
The board of managers com-
prises 60 men and 60 women
representing churches by geo-
graphical areas. They are elect-
ed or three years. They meet
annually, reyiew the work, give
Rdvisory counsel oss policies,
plan creatively for the program
of the United Society and elect





OCT. 29-NOV. 4, 1960
CANAL TRAFFIC
Sault Ste Marie — The Soo
kilts carry more cargo than
the Panama and Suet canals
tombined despite the fact they











Son 10, Ottery, Cape,
South Africa
NOW TO LOVE AND
It LOVED
Send 51 .00 — ANN JONES
I. 7762 Chisels°, 00
$9.00 PER MONTH
155.
ilurs Too A Pint
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)






































QUF N I 1 I The Home Corn-
Queen for the year of '60
'81 is none other than Miss
NORRIS TRUMAN. Norris. a
next week.
This contest for a school queen
was nip and tuff all the way.
It was a difficult chore to try
te choose between such ravish-
ing young ladies for they more
most talented and versatile than qualified to be home. others.
young lady, is a senior at our co queee anywhere us These are only a few of our
school. I will ten y America. These lovely young outstanding students and theirou all about
Miss Truman in a spotlight ladies are GERALDINE GRAY, achievements: Georgianne Ws-CAROLYN- SPIGHT, ELIZA-/ inwright won first place in anBETH PRUDENT and th• Oratorical contest at Melrose
winning Norris Truman. Ili sponsored by the Kiwanis
To the Queen. . . May all the Club, her topic was "Safety," the league say "That's all,holes in the world be filled with
) • . . Gloria Smith won second can't stand it, no I be'DIKES" place. . . Dorothy Ware won a
Girl's Track Race at Milling-
ton, Tenn. • .
Elnora Presley won first
place in a girls track race at
the city playground fettles! . .
to help themselves. Ern:.:a Grandberry and Jost-
Officers elected are: President 
phine Paine did Civic Work
Georganne Wainwright; Vice
Prexy, Eula Campbell; Sec.,
&trite Patton; Ant. See., Dor-
othy Dawkins; Trea., Faye
Williams: Reporter, Bettye
Sanders. The sponsor is the
capable Mrs. Gloria C. Deat-
h, m.
The purpose of the Junior
Red Cross is to render service
ENGAGED — The wage-
meet of Miss Martha Over-
kill" to Jack Holloway, Jr., of
Memphis, was announced re-
cently by her parents, Mr.and Mrs. Johnny Overton. The
cm 'nay will be performed
at the Tree of Life Baptist
church the es-mini of Nov-
ember 13, Me, at 5:30, by
the pastor, Rev; W. P. Scott,
Miss Overton is a graduate
of the Booker T. Wasbin gton
high school, and Mr. Hon".
way connected with the
Hotel Peabody.
SWAIM strew 101111.11111INTI•SOLIDI
N hut • souse* Olst Cs.. FisolldvE.K$
JUNIOR RED CROSS
The Junior Red Cross of
our school have organized. This
group of teenagers have a
_strong desire to help someone
Straighten-
your hair
at HOME in one
easy application(
Now you can have easy-to-
manage. easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go back even




GENTLE strength for acme's end
eaarea's Mager, JCPutr hair.
REGULAR strength for sun's
shorte-. eoorser
RIG ECONOMY JAR



















to ethers ID time of need. Plans Canvassing tor negtstration
ti this years activities include•and Voting in the August elec-
favors for veteran hospitals tion. . . Harold Fong Ray Ful-
and gift boxes for children ton, Elizabeth Prudent, Bat
overseas. Other plans for bare Taylor, Norish Truman
school service projects will be attended George Peabody
planned very soon. Course in at Hamilton Hi. . .
All homerooms have enroll. Paulette Hawkins was elected
ed for service. The school coun- President of Tenn. Methodist
cil a present has 82 members Youth Fellowship
who are ready to go to work Wiggins sang 
at. . . Spencer
the Apollo
ARE lt0L' RECOGNIZED? Theater In New York City.
Those who do good, good will HATS OFF ! I
come to them. ,) WE, the students of B.T.W.
Recognition Day, October 21, tip our hat to a superb football
Some of B.T.W.'s students will team. It can truly be said that
,long cherish for it was the day) the BIG "W" has the fighting
that they were recognized forteam of the prep-league. Any
splendid achievements. Some team can tell you that after
neglecting summer fun to do playing our team they deserve
worthwhile things ter their bet- a week's reet. Much of the
te-ir.ent and the betterment of' credit goes to the best coaches
in the Prep League namely
Coaches 'Hosea Alexander, C.
E. Lomax, Joe Carr and the
ever smiling Bill Fowlkes. To
Captain Wallace McKinney
keep leading the fighting War-
riors til all the other teams of
760 Union Ave. -IA 7-2631-2241 Perk Ave.-PA 3-8507
Iteril* end TV Telma Chocked Pfa•
nitiCZ UN KM MOM




40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND BALE
BOURBON • BRANDY
•
LIQUOR - GIN • WINE
VODKA
Miry by the Case at • Savinf
•
Also Mixed Oases At Case Prices






Suits -- Low Styles —
Teifesed









neve your slogan, You Are
Tops. tou do Lead, I'm your
Follower Dear Master, Havel
Efercy."
Rernard Bates .. You're
looking good. And Now Ladies
and Gentlemen for the haps—
Hi Carol Rockingham, how
are you today? My name is
Pete Cobb No. 24 on your dial.
. . . Do you Know Me ? ?
DID YOU KNOW? ?
Joan Johnson still cares for
Rick. . . Velma Spencer eats
her soup with corn bread . .
Jeanette Bates, after seeing
"The Tall Men" wants all her
men that way. . .Callie Harmon
likes a civilian. . . E. J. W.
think" Joan Ford has soft
hinds.














log neglected only the Lunatic  
knows why. . . the Lunatis won-
ders what Happened to Charles
King and Delores Washington
. . Walter Perino's ruby fell
ou of his ring. . . Joe Davis
has a secret admirer. . . that ,
Booker T. Jones is watching
out for Jimmie Brody. . . a
certain fellow had better watch
out for Roy Hopkins, be is on
the howl for Mae Francis Ri-
ley. . .? UNTIL NEXT WEEK




A folio chock full of prac









228 Vance at Third
Home Cooked Meals
Telephone JA 6-1481
(POI Political Advortisornoot) (Paid Political Advertiatnien()
He's not afraid to speak out
"We must secure full first-class citizenship and equal-
ity of opportunity for all Americans," says Senator
John Kennedy.
True to his words, Senator Kennedy has fought for
civil rights and other progressive measures during his
14 years in Congress.
Look at his record and compare it with Mr. Nixon's:
$1.25 Minimum Wage—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
Low-rent housing—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
Slum clearance—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
More social security—Kenpedy for, Nixon against.
WOOTEN'S
MODERN SUPER MARKET
Negro Owned and Operated
Serving You Better
for Less
Spend Your Money Where
It Is Appreciated
WELL STOCKED — AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR SHOPPING COMFORT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF GOODS
COMPETITIVE PRICES
WOOTEN'S FOOD CENTER
2075 Nedra — Telephone BR 4-0273_
(Pak! P.iitk.I Adoottisoficont) (Paid Political Aitnirtisorelost)
And while Senator Kennedy pledges his support for a
nationwide FEPC, Mr. Nixon opposes it. While Sen-
ator Kennedy believes that the civil rights issue is a
national issue and a responsibility of the President,
Mr. Nixon has stated," It must be solved by the lead-
ership of the South itself." America needs Senator
Kennedy's kind of leadership—forceful, courageous
leadership that faces up to the close-to-home issues and
does something about them. Give him your help. Vote
for John F. Kennedy for President.
Kennedy for Pre§ident









Writing is matter of the
heart. . .and our heart is heavy
with the burden of the toss of
a wonderful friend. doctor, hu-
mantarian and Christian indi-
vidual in the person of the late
Dr. Julian W. Kelso. To know
him was to love him. . .and
love him indeed did every in-
dividual with whom he came
in contact.
While known through the city
for his lavish generosity to
worthy causes churches and
charities. . .his bounty knew,
no limits of race, creed ori
tiona/ origin. . .he was a big
n, with an even bigger heart
. umes could be written of
the untold and unsung acts he
performed every day, with a
genuine humility for his good
0fortune in life. . .and a life Venson,
lived truly dedicated to seevd Other courtesies attend' r g
ing humanity in his capacity of the presence of the popular vis-
a medical doctor and a bent-  'Ws were given by Mrs. Ar
factor to every worthwhile nette's sister, Mrs. Louise Shiv
cause and all needy individuals ' ers of West Memphis. Ark. and
Socialwise, his rare presence Mrs. Rebye H. Geddieon and
Airs.at Memphis social events was. Caffrey Bartholomew
conviviality, for his radiant! ST- AN )REW AME
St. Andrew A. M. E. Church '
Calhoun and Avery Streets, will
observe their annual Women's
condolences are extende ' to Mai Day on Sunday, Oct. 30, with
his devoted wife Mrs. John. Dr. Jayme Coleman Williams
etta Kelso, and his brother-in I of Nashville, Tenn. as guest
law and sister-in-law, Mr. and, speaker. Evanrelist Jessie Rob-
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker. Sr. and inson will conduct the services
their children. We pray that at 11 o'clock service. Mrs.
God in his merciful way will Ethel J. Perkins is the general
i
l chairman of the event: and thehten the burden of their
rts that have been so her/ Public i • cordially invited to be
Le-ed in the past 5 years present. 
withthe loss of three stalwarts COMPLIMENT
in their family and in the UM- The lovely home of Mr. and
versa! Life Insurance Company Mrs. L. Todd of 1757 Benford
which has augured so much &venue was the scene of the
economic security to our cons- dinner reception givn in honor
rnunity and the countless per- of Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Gun
sons who have benefitted from
its presence in our midst.
YMCA DINNER
•





BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •
a Oa a • a a a a. a all a a a IIIIII .
personality permeated every
Our sincere sympathy and
place and individual.
sine in Buffalo, New York.
Attending the party were
Miss Fhilomena Kirk, niece of
Miss Gentry's mother, Mrs
Gertrude Armstrong, Dr. F.
Cooke of St. Louis, Mo., Mrs
Frank Stanley of Louisville.
Kr., Mr. and Mrs. Robed
Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Macon
Walker, Mrs. Caffrey Barthol.
emew Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gil-
liam, Dr. and Mrs. James S.
Byas, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Saw
Ye- Stanley Scott Dr. and Mrs
W. 0. Speight, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, Dr. and
Kra. Fred Rivers, Atty. and
Mrs. A. A. Letting, Dr. and
Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. Itu
bye Gadison, Thomas Perkins,
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg,
Mrs. Julian Kelso and Mrs. R
nigan and their two sons, clim-
axing another Conference year's
work. Th, affair was sponsored
One of the major events of 
by the officers and members of
the season was the Abe Scharff 
c'oleman Chapel CME Church
YISIt.TA's dinner and Fashion e by Mesdames A. L. Gordon,
The buffet dinner was enjoy.
Show held recently at Curries' Lovie Holman, L. Sykes Mr.Tropicana where models and and Ars. L. Todd host andsmart secretaries showed fall
and winter fashions for an 
hostess, Mr. and Mrs. David
- members of any family. Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Cassie
Mrs. Martha Jean gteinberg. 
Coleman Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lane hir. and Mrs. W. J.well-known local disc jockey Tools H. Pride, Mrs. 011ie Bur-dik radio personality, besidee i 
g a successful model did t 
net..,
Mrs. Lillian C. Smith,W•
• Mrs. M. Hall, Mrs. Clara Pride,the excellent commentating.
Ben Branch's orchestra held; 
Mes. Mary Sherro,d, Mrs. A.
Gordon, Mrs. Clara Brown,sway before the appearance of' 
1..
Mrs. Stacy Rodgers A. L. Van.A. C. Williams, Abe Scharffl arsdale. Connie iskew. MissYMCA board member who had
charge of the show and who
presented J. T. Chandler,
chairman of the board of di-
rectors. Mr. Chandler present-
ed the other board members,
including Earl L. Whittington,
general secretary of the Met-
ronolitan YMCA, Mr. and Mrs.
William Weathers, A r n et t
Pirsch, J. D. Springer. J. H
'Mend. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jo-
seph the executive  
of Ott Scharff branch Y. Mel-
vin Robinson and Henry L.
Robinson.
Special feature of the show
was the presentation of "Miss
retary f of the Year" be Mrs.
ces M. Hassell who had
oln
t rge of contestants. Miss
Bernice Smith, secretary of the
Spring Hill School was named
'lliss Secretary of the Year
1960-61". Runner-up was Mrs.
Vernice Straits of the Universal
Life Insurance Company.
Modelling smart fashions
were Miss Lois Weddington of
E. H. Crump Hospital, Miss
Julia Roberts of the Memphis
Urban League, Mrs. Minnie
Robinson of Manassas High
School, Mrs .Bernice Fletcher
of Mt. Olive CME Cathedral,
Mrs. Bernice Bridgefor.h of
Union Protective Assurance
Company, Mrs. Margaret Clay'
of Kansas School, Mrs. Lucy:
Curses, of Universal Life. Mes.'
Alice Minor, of The Gift Box.,
Mrs. Bobbye Bynum of Porter;
School, Mrs. Towene Stevens of
ealc:r T. Washington hinh1.
Other models were Robert,
Davidson. John and William 1
Powell the entire family of
John R. Buntyn, Mrs. Lorice ,
Van Pelt, Judy Eiland, Helen'
Duncan, Donald Turner, Zack'
Hightower, Jr., Tommye Kay
Hayes, Vivian Bonds and Jo 1
seph Gray.
Greeting guests on arrival
wore Taber Stockton, well-
know headwaiter of Peabody
Hotel And YMCA member and
A. C. Williams, previously men-
tioned radio personality.
A delicious dinner was enjoy-
ed before the wonderful show.
by the capacity crowd of guests
In attendance
MISS GENTRY
Mr. and Mrs. William Arnett
were lavishly entertained by
Who-% scribe Miss Jewel Gen
• at her home on South Laud
ale, following the Y's won-
erful dinner and show. Mrs
Arnett Is the former Mrs. Val-
erie Kennedy Gilliam, and is
rent bride. The couple re-
Slyvia Coleman, and others.
THE SOPHISTICATES
Mrs. Dorothy McDaniels was
the recent hostess to the So-
phisticates Bridge club recently,
at Tony's Inn, where following
delicious dinner, bridge and
fen was the order of the eve-
ning. Attennine the party were
Mrs. Celli Steeens. Mrs. Mar-
earet River . Mrs. Arnecia Mar
re Acre. reeeta nuells tore
Wright, and Mrs. Jewell
Bernice Barber. Mrs. Gwen
Speist t.
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Sneight
Sr. have been vacationing at
Daytona Beach Fla., visitine
their daurhter Miss Marion M
rsoeleht. head of the fnreien
Tens/use, department at Be-
thime Cneltm an College.
Au
But Trade GOP
DUNCAN Okla. — (LPI1 —
Intruders entered Democratic
heidquarters here Sunday
and stole all the Kennedy.
Johnson campaign buttons on
bend.
Bement, the Democrats still
have some buttons to give
away. The intruders left a
large quantity of Nixon-Lodge
buttons.
A EGu;de To Good
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
Continuing our discussion on
budget balances, let's not over
look fish 'n seafood. If it's econ-
omy, nourishment, palatability,
and ease of preparation that
you seek, this group of foods
Is well worth exploring.
A little research will reveal
that fish and shellfish have high
nutritive value. An average
serving will supply most of the
tissue building protein you need
each day. It is also, a valuable
source of iodine, the mineral
that prevents goiter, as well as
calcium, phosphorus, iron and
copper.
Fish is so easily digested that
it is particularly good for chil-
dren and elderly people.
Checking at local fish count-
ers or by watching "ads" you
will learn which verities are
available and most plentiful.
The word plentiful can usual-
ly be interpreted to mean eco-
nomical. too.
While checking don't skip the
canned and frozen food shelves.
Prices on canned and frozen
Items are generally reasoable
and often "specials" may be
found.
Spanish mackerel Is almost
an economical selection.
Shrimp is now plentiful and a
reasonable valuable. H it's
something different you crave,
try scallops or crabs — and
Interesting, yet thrifty 'change '
For ease of preparation, do
a little experimenting; you'll
find that there's no trick to
cooking fish. Just remember
don't over-cook and when broil-
ing, baking or planking lean
fish, baste often with melted
butter to avoid dryness.
Shrimp Newberg is an ele-
gant luncheon dish that can be
prepared in a jiffy. You will
want to serve your family this
treat and to the girls when it's
your turn to play hostess.
SHRIMP NEWBERG
11/21bs. shrimp,„ fresh or frozen
1-4 cup salt ,
2 tablespoons flour
Dash Cayenne pepper
11) cup coffee (X) cream
2 tablespoons sherry (optional)
1 qt. water
1-4 cup butter B
3-4 teaspoon salt
Dash nutmeg
2 egg yolks, beaten
Toast
Wash shrimp. Place in boil.
ing water. Cover and return to
the boiling point; simmer for
5 minutes. Drain and peel. Re.
move sand veins, wash. Cut
large schrimp in half. Melt but-
ter; blend in fleur end season.
tngs. Add cream gradually and
cook until thick and smooth,
stirring constantly. Stir a little
of the hot sauce into egg yolks:
add to remaining sauce, stir.
ring constantly, Add shrimp,
heat. Remove from heat and
slowly stir in sherry. Serve
IsECEPTION for the newly-
weds, Mr. and Mrs. Claude




The candidacy of a Negro
Boston lawyer for-secretary of
state on the Republican ticket
was called a "bold step in a
new direction."
The comment about Edward
W. Brooke was made in an arti.
de "A Negro Runs for State
Office" in Look magazine.
Noting that a Negro has rare-
ly asked for the support of a
predominantly white electorate,
Look calls Brooke's campaign
"unique" since there are only
93,000 Negroes in the state of
Massachusetts.
Brooke, who won the Bronze
Star in World War n for or-
ganizing an attack on .a Ger-
man position in Italy, was in
1951 named one of "Boston's,
outstanding young men" by the:
Junior Chamber of Commerce
He holds a master's degree
from Boston universitiy.
immediately on boast points.
Serves 6.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided for the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is a teacher of Home
Economics at Manassas High
schooL
LOOK 10 Y A'S
YOUNGER
EGYPTIAN POMADE
MY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, wIth DOW fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular :air dressing. Gray
h a Ira disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with Mee
for full results jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS





You Will Love and Your Friends Will
Admire Come To
Manne's Ladies Shop
• Come in and apply for Charge ac-
count.
• We do not charge for lay away
We Specialize in
LADIES CLOTHES FOR SCHOOL,
OFFICE, SPORTS WEAR, HOME







home of the groom's mother
in Kansas City. Mr. Augmon
I is an Airman staUoned in
C -ete, Italy. He has another
year to go in serivice. Mrs.
t.ugmon is a former Father
Bertrand high honor student.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Parthenia W. Taylor and the
late Anderson Taylor. Mrs.
Teylor lives at 1249 Williams,
here in Memphis. Mrs. Aug.
mon was a N Alone) Honor
student at Bertrand. gradnat-
ing in IOW She is studying
to be a registered nurse at
St. Toseph hosnital in Kansas
City, Kans. The couple plan
to live in Kansas City.
BEAurtna, hi her short
formal nas the former Miss
Mary Catherine Taylor of
Memphis as she was wed to
Airman Claude J. Angmoa of
Kansas City, Kan. The wed.
dial took place recently is the
Annunciation church of that
city. On the new Mrs. Aug.
men's right is her twin sister,
Mary Jo, liridetaaid; and en
the groom's right is Williant
Marshall, hest man. The bride
wore a dress of white em•
broiderod organdy. ornament-
POPULATION RATIO
The U S is twice as densely
'populated as all of Russia.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "SIT-11,4"
te get service here 



























Read—in LOOK Magazine—the amazing story of Bootee lawyer, Edward
• Brooke, the first Negro politician ever to ask the support at a predominantly
whits electorate! How is he doing in an area about which he says, "Some of
our voters haven't even seen a Negro? They will have to moot me and be
rensaured that I'm not an ogre?" How are members of the Boston Social
Register helping him? What are his chances of becoming Menechumetts'
next Secretary of State! Don't mite the Edward Brooke story in the new
issue of LOOK Magazine
TODAY...GET
ad by a white carnatioa cep
sage. Oa her head was a
white netted veil with white
satin crown. The groom wore
a navy blue suit with a







Ionia', Porn Beauty Schad
presents its Baccalaureate
Sermon and Commencement
Ozer-dock at the Werner Tem-
ple AME Zion church, 917
Mississippi blvd
Baccalaureate sermon will
he Sunday, Oct. 30, 11 a. m..
Rev. L. W. Rasberry. pastor.
Commencement exercises will
be held Monday, Oct 31. II
p. m rresontation of honored
guest in the person of Mrs.
Ludt. Shields, "State Inspeen
tor and an address will be giv.
en by Mrs. Ann Willis. The
public is invited. Mrs. YOtlia
Cockrell. owner and manager.
BASK MAINTAINED
Manila — The U. S main-
'sins military and naval bases
is' the Philippines under terms
of a 90-year agreement in the
Interests of security, the bases
are available to the U.N.
STREET MILEAGE
There are an ostiMated
uen miles of streets in the U.S.
ipso Polltkel Advattitiomeati PaSt Political havictlescootiti
CIVIC LEADER ENDORSES KENNEDY Lawyer
Theodore M. Berry, former Councilman and Vice
Mayor of Cincinnati, says, "The Democratic Party has
put forth the strongest Civil Rights platform in his.
tory. Senator Kennedy is also personally pledged to
end discrimination in Federal judiciary appointments.
In addition, he shows remarkable insight to the prob-
lems of the emerging states of Africa. This is the man
I can believe in. This is why I am casting my vote for
Senator John Kennedy for president."
FRONTIER BEEF STEW
HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE.. .LOW IN COST
INONE011114TISt
1 hese odes, eserssly chinned 154 41.10  1411411 been peas sad
14 sup weeeeted littmlood Rees wor,••• piss sneer
1 teaspesm salt 1 Its r•• tessses••• and Wee
tasospesss black poppet 2 sinseprosse Wercenersaire sone
1 lb. eass pees end wren. 1 IL. •••• nosseiballe end gravy
&dant (I moss her mem wood
1/111[1110Ds
1. Pet enters, rice, mak, pepper and 1)4 cups liquid from peas
and carrots plug Inter in 2-quart saucepan. 2. Bring to vigorous
bed. 5. Tura heat down, cover, ebranser 14 minutes. 4. Stir
in tomatoes (bruisers in small pieces), add Worcestershire alum,
senstbells in gravy. per and canots. 11. Cover sad simmer
11$ inissutas. IL Add water if thinner mixture desired. Salt











The weather you've been
looking for seems to be here.
Just in time for the goblins
to be out on Halkween. Not
only the kiddies but costumes
seem to be in the making for
those who will attend the mas-
querade Ball given by the Ro-
sette Club late in October.
Sure you have received your
bid for it promises to be a
grand affair.
Homecoming games are be-
ginning to be talked up which
prove to be the great fall acti-
vity for both high school and
college. Homecoming will be at
Merry High School on Novem-
ber 4 when the Hornets wilt
meet the Easom High School
from Corinth, Miss., at Roth-
rock Stadium, time: 8:00 p.m.
Aspiring foc the title of MUM
Hornet are: Geraldine Cox,
Barbara Hadley and Carolyn
Vaulx. Attendants who will be
chosed on the same ballot by
popular vote will be selected
from Gloria Atcherson, Odessa
Davis, Hortense Johnson, Max-
ine Perry, Sonja Trice, Bettie
Allen, Eleanor Grimes, Thera
Horton, Evelean Wilkes, Janice
Bell, Ruby Jones and Theresia
Womack. The Student Council
at Merry is in charge of elec
tion with the game being spots
coronation Ball which will take
gored by the Senior Class. The
place on November 1 is also
sponsored by the senior class.
Homecoming at Lane College
is set for November 12 when
the Dragons meet Knoxville
College. This is the time when
many former Lanites return to
Jackson, mainly to visit their
old Alma Mater and greet old
friends.
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day. Gamma Alpha Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority held its second meet-
ing Saturday, October 15 in the
Berean Fellowship Room at
3:15 p.m. with Dr. Carrie P
Bogger, presiding. The hostess-
es were Mrs. Nelda Williams
of Humboldt and Mrs. Carrie
Seat of Trenton who is the
Jeans supervisor of that coun-
ty. Many plans were made for
the year as each soror was
served a very tasty "turkey"
plate with all of the trimmings.
The sorors, seated in the
shape of the Ivy leaf, adorned
in their latest "Fall" attire
made a beautiful picture. In-
cidentally the very latest and
the most fashionable wardrobe
anyone could possess or desire
would have been yours to be-
hold, at the home of Mrs. Anna
L. Cooke, Saturday, the Utah
Tailoring Mills representative,
Mr. Pinkstaff. Custom made
suits, coats, and mink-trimmed
dresses plus matching bags
and hats, are seen on his live
models: Mesdames Cooke, Mc-
Kissack, O'Daniels, Meacham,
and Hughes. Mrs. 0. C. Beck
viewed the showing on Satur-
day.
Sunday saw the brothers in
Omega of the graduate chapter
in session at the home of Dr.
W. E. McKissack with Mr. Al-
bert Porter of Lane College.
presiding. In the midst of the
hustle and hustle that gripped
Jackson on that date. Dr. I. W.
Howell, Mr. Robert Teague of
Paris, Prof. M. D. Merriwether,
Kenneth Martin. William
"French Instructor" Jones, Dr.
W. R. Bell, Earl M. Shaw, and
Mr. Claude Allen were present.
Very much missed were J. F.
Hughes, S. H. Bronaugh, Merle
Banks, and others. Mr. A. M.
Dobbins was co-host to the
meeting.
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Special delegates to the an-
nual conference of the Chris-
tian Methodist Episcopal
Church which is being held in
Nashville, Tennessee are Mrs.
Marie Penn, G. L. Thacker,
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, president
of Lane College, Rev. L. Walk-
er, Rev. J. D. Atwater. Also in
attendance are Rev. and Mrs.
J. A. Adams and others were
expected to go for the weekend
dosing meeting.
Guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh last
week were Mrs. J. Morrison
and son, Marshall from Dyers-
burg Tenn. During the fall
break for Harvest vacation,
Mr . Morrison who is principal
of Bruce High in Dyersburg is
at the University of Tennessee
doing work leading toward the
Doctorate degree. Mrs. Morri-
son serves as librarian at the
same school.
EGG PERIOD
St. Paul — About one-half the
11. S. yearly egg production
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Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.





6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER




9:30 A.M. --.11 A.M.









ch eking final plans for
the recital of Miss Alpha
Brawner, young dramatic
soprano, to be held Saturday,
Oct. 29, Bruce Hall, LeMoyne
college at 8:15 p.m.. are
members of Beta Epsilon
FASHION takes inspiration
from food. One of the 'custom
dresses featured at Ebony's
"Symphony in Fashions 1960,"
is this canned salmon-colored
satin cocktail sheath with silk
fringe jacket lined with lemon
tnuturier, Martier-Raymond
toutarier, Martier-Raymond.
The perky lemon-colored felt
bat in the shape of a Sunkist
lemon is trimmed with green
!eaten leaves. Emony's Fash-
ion Fair wil! be presented in
Memphis at the Bruce Hail.
LeMoyne college on Oct. 30th.
The model, Sonjia Amar is a


























SYLV4N1A.S colorful new ir
portable with durable modcrn-




ing antenna. Convenient, hand-
size top controls. Threa color
combinations, beige and tan,
beige and turquoise, beige and
terra cotta. lToeraIi diagonal













Omega Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha's sorority com-
mittees, A capacity audience
Is expected to attended the
event featuring the talented
Mrimphian who is the daugh-
ter of Mrs, Jewell Brawner
and the late Dr. Jeff Brawn.
er, and sister of Dr. Clara
Brawner. Members and S air-
' MIA-JOR INDUSTRY !INSECT DAMACIII
Tokyo — About 1,500,000 per Washington hapset, cause an
sons are employed in Japan's annual agricultural loss in the
extensive fishing industries. tinited Slates at at least $3
Mor than 400 products of the )11lion, according to the Do-
ses are manufactured for food nattment of Agriculture
men of the project, public-
ity, tickets, arrangements
comni:ttees seen are, left to
right: Miss Sheridan Hicks,
Mrs. Marjorie 1. Crien, has.
ileus; Mrs. Helen C. Shelby,
Miss Velma Lois Jones, Mrs.
Sadie Malone, Miss Lucy Set-
tles and Mrs. Elena R.
Mardis.
GUIDEPOST
By CARLOTTA S. WATSON
Musing: GOVERNMENT
Government exists to protect
the rights of minorities. The
loved and the rich need no pro-
tection , . . they have many
friends and few enemies
Wendell Phillips. All good gov-
ernment must begin at home
It is useless to make good
laws for bad people, what is
wanted is this: to subdue the
tyranny of the human heart.
Hugh R. Waweis.
Dear Mrs. Watson: My prob-
lem is I need security. I am
just bursting with emotion, and
am sometimes very moody
about boys. I guess I am sort
of lost. You might say I am a
little too bold and reckless at
times. This may be because I
have got a superiority — in-
feriority complex. That is, I
feel inferior so I have to make
people think I am superior.
Really, through all this, I am
just searching for someone who
is not there. I think I need
someone (other than my par-
ents) to make me feel secure.
Otherwise I don't know what I
will do. Maybelle.
Dear Maybelle. Your mas-
tery of psychological lingo
sounds as if you may have
been reading too many books
on this subject. You're wrong
about someone else supplying
your security. Someone else to
lean on would only feed the
clinging vine in you and make
you incapable of standing on
your own. That is not "emo-
tional security;" it is emotion-
al dope!
No, the only "someone" who
can give you the security you
want is YOU. Others can only
help along the way, parents,
friends, teachers, ministers.
But you are at the sterring
wheel. You can take some of
the bumps out of the road by
learning to control some of
your moods all by yourself.
Realize you are as good as
anybody else in the world . .
and act as good but no better.
Then you won't have to bother






1501 11. ereectwirr RE 5-1200
//Gillette
AeOstahle Razor
9 Settings for Superb Sluwes!
RAW Polittcal Advertistasemt Pori Pelittcal •,•verhesspeati
CAB FOR KENNEDY "Over the years," says Cab
Calloway, "the Democrats have shown they care more
about people getting a fair chance in life. They believe
in moving ahead, and Kennedy is the man that can do
it. I'm asking everybody to vote for Senator JOHN
KENNEDY for President on the Democratic ticket.





Available in all sixes.
Including 1/2 gallons.
100 er 80 PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 1017%. GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF US. A. CLEAR SPRING
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES 8. SLAM DISTilliNG CO., CLERMONT, KY.
7;,./ffeo, aP • • • •
the MOST POPULAR PROTECTION PLAN
with the MOST POPULAR METHOD OF PAYMENT:
NORTH CAROLINA HUTIYAL'S NEW
INDUSTRIAL FAMILY POLICY!
UNDER ONE NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL INDUSTRIAL FAMILY POLICY, this
T young father has provided life insurance protection for his entire family.
ONE policy., with only ONE lower weekly premium to pay
. . covers the ENTIRE FAMILY
Provisions of this economical plan include a maximum of $2,000 Whole Life insur-
ance for the husband; up to $1,000 on the wife, if same age as husband (convertible
term insurance); $500 maximum for each child from 15 days to 21st birthday;
also up to $500 on each child born or adopted after the policy is in force—automat-
ically—with no increase in premiums.
Your local North Carolina Mutual Representative is ready to explain this new and
exciting plan to you — CALL HIM TODAY !
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.%.
HOrrte office: Durham, North Carolina -A.T. Spaulding, President
SE AO-GOOD CITIZEN — REGISTER AND VOTE
do
Get In On The Biggest Wants•Ad Bargain In Town DEFINER 19OCT 29-NOV. 4, 140
cole
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?




'Paid Phltitleal AdivertietimeM) (Said P.Li$isalAdvertisement)
MR. B. SWINGS TO KENNEDY - "Senator John
Kennedy's like good music," says famous singer Billy
Eekstine, "the more I hear, the more I like. The way
he faced up to that unfair attack on his religion took
real courage. And I think he got the best of Nixon in
the debates. To me, he's got the courage and intellect
and direction that's needed to deal with our problems
W and with the Russians. That's why I'm for Kennedy.
..1.111P 
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company




LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
Phone
RE 5.9152
1403 BROADWAV ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST.,
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky number advice about Health, Business Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any rnerriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
ff you are sick worried and rib down please come to me.
I can help, money Is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.
R&R GARAGE SERVICE
1106elellxim 10 Metkaak 1edy, Feeder
NM PRO Weil.
54T Lledee Ave JA 6-4440
4TH STREET
REPAIR SHOP
Wrecker Service - body Repair





ne per agate tine
5 words to a line
SUM,  30e
line*   45c
4 lines ...... 60c
5 lines  .. 75c

















tit Cialislistions of want-ads •canbe given until 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12





No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders slibject
to change In rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num.
hers - the Words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone. or
The Tri-Stato Defender box
number - will be charged tor
as part of the advertisement.
The Tr! Stare Defender will
ftitlearii trt out of town ail
refiners mail received ad-
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage Is to be
charged to the advertiser.
Misc. For Sale
sii0P AT we's





THIS AD WORTH 1)00
CASH FOR PURCHASI
OF $1.00 OR MORE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W. Roosevelt Read
SA. 2-9622
IAN tramps With Perelmise
NO NAME h ADDAMS LABILS 00
Poet*, /tubber mama II Mt
Um Soot Company lox Re 11110
Nashville 2, Tenn.
DEAR JANE, DID TOO KNOW THAT
you can wet 6 Summer dress for $1 lb,
emelt-owe dress., for 73c and kiln's suits
to' $2 01 WITERIft At the Junior Lisette
Thrift Shop 4 North remit Murryi Mur-
ry' Bargains Galore'
3-BU8INESS OPPORTUNITIES
SEATT2'7rtit.L7 POLLBPIED baroque trio
ture of titterer*. am ethr at. elaidluin.
LACK other $3 04 pound Dealt:411d V.






LEGAL. Printer, Poring, CitlARAFTIVEDI
Any State Names Dates. Omitted Used
▪ Ort.taiate Duplicate, oopiel or gifts.
53 each 'three' 55 Promet Cenfldrintial
postpaid Service
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Belt 7072. Miami SS, Fla.
s-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROMPING, roots repaired. Stop era
leak Carpen.er work, floors leveled
Chirn MOTs Sutlers eleeriett, rep sired.
IIttlecO, concrete. Plaster do my Men work
?tee est Nessoasble *nen
T. 11 Specter RS. S-043, BR. 5-30111.
AuTo LIASI1IT71 NOW
AVAILASLI TO ALL
$84 and up 1-3 down With 8 months
to Pay - Telephone:
JA 84315
1460 Ethlyn
Near Hamilton School PHA emirate.
5400 00 down plus closing colt.
ytltul lama I room. 3 bedroom
bungalow. Pretty hardwood
Goma, plastered wells (I room Pan-
*Medi. red tile front porch. lire*
basement, big kitchen with natural
'wept cabinet', 420 wiring, 2 cer
$11,000 00 Shown br &p-
ent. C. W. Ileqry - BA 5-6370,
.iiii/LLSON GALBREATH CO.
ER 5-4515 534 S. Cooties'
*rare Jams. root* Ann ovaenu'ipment to run a carat..
rcatogiluilding to reliable Demon Jaistmee
INQUIRES WANTED AREA roue Asa
burglar alarm .y stem Erticleol aod
, expensive Por home and buitiliese
Oililltalne Co. 11e0 Unclip Offtee Ira 211p ja 
114•41..
Gli Gabrielle TO 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A World et Vetter
• AUTO SCHOOL irvItairi
c cCIVERTISINCI SPECIAL1
• PIAINTiNG belliWIGRAPNINO
• RUBBER STAMPS SISALS
• DECALS CALZN DA RS
790 Yonkers Ave.



































was. PAT CASS tot Mlles* el
recut let. U Prim/ Matt
BS. /4140 5, r-riss






Burt Lake 1, Mkh.
$ ornnools 110US31 DI NICE AXIOM





449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tens.
Telephono JA 5-9111
Fall Term tinginning Sept I, 1140. A
Arin erefiteirriag Seasoftabse
terms - Competent lestreeter. Call so
write Madam Cold 4. M. Young. Pres,
11-SPECIAL SERVICES
1000 Imbested lirsinose Cards
at 82.99
Op •-• lines-I oolor 1111.0$ se Sim/
business Cards • APO. Cards
Personal Cords
$7.50 wares at the new low prim el13 it Der 1.000
Write me for mettle yards and stilediem ST7SINESS CARD 5PEC1AL/VT
GEORGE PAL1NKUS
1117-TRI Cast 53rd el Lovell% 0100
urxicasr ortirOoleet or [osmium. FMKquick, easy Details either ea•
lox 600 Tilden% BC. Mexico. tilt
STOP SUFFERING! I I
Post #1 00 NOW Rept, envelope briars
POSITIVE PAOOPI Neal% Center, Ade
laid. Road. Dublin. Ireland Of hours Ale
-tr 002,111 povatirr-
Send Coins Will Send Check. Not ?Mend,Return Check.
Bought
COTX0 Soto Serious Ma. Invited
Appraised
PAYATA'S corm BICEANCIS




Inalue.as %Vet Masser Celle rweseast•
Numbers and Days Oestrinethes Godes.
Dieit "Wares etc Prim WM
VICI`ORY
?VISA Clyde Aire Obleeest
FILES iso ouiterion a etteureas ro
errittaa teel ter drivers ileum la
YORK IITATS seas ss «au is
sever met it mailing and husilling -
*ids self addressed 11 stamped enevelope.
BIT S PRODUTS CO. fog in
4,Na9wia STA TION. NSW VOSS IS
T
We will use nelude tree M gnarl, the
Meese/ Lbeessim Heider with every order
ttev. C. W. F. Jetverson





POlt SLISISIXD AMITLRIT ItErsotilONXT,
UN M = miO88en 4:00 AT1011
NOWli JOT PLACE r PLR: WS
LOVE 80 Agt/CS. CHIC 53. ELL.
809 E. 47th ST.
WA 54133
ELECTRONIC - ITYPRO'ITE114 $14 0.
Translator Radio $15.011 Peeked Mr DMOun - $9.04 - extra SO caliber Shell'.
$1.60 sash - Radio Wallis -
4/1115$ - Any Radio TV Tube 11.90 each.
Transworlel Slestronics - Post Office Bog
155 - Indio California.
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried Over MIMI 1111044117,
Strange Immature! evil Oahu:meet Are ran
WV then Veto Mokpo Raker Custom
0160 .ove offering. There Is help ter _yew






THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tem ass min head or taus as muellemel--Aay sterol Asytienti Asey Mee--A marmots ntationent, p ap lees stareling perforlelines. TM. malty Mastered
Illehillous Is • eopyriehteo manila) mall
you Comm letisiss her $1 • Pri0-er
CILArT, s., 110411, lirlitmeert I.. Cane.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 - 10 to, ;100





NUMBER LATINOS Threosh The
Seism* Of Nsmereless. RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yee WIN, Orr Weil'.
Pp NUMBER Cord. Doily Vibristies•
For Any Event CUBA, RACE
MUTUIL.1. STOCKS II 00NDS,
lte. $tet* Your Cheese.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full
Nome And Term Favorite Method
Of Ploy. (No Cheeks Plasm).
VICTORY SERVICE
1111IT So. Clyde Ave.
Chloe., 49.
BUS/NESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST al HERE
Take New RWATORS.1 Satkket We A
dietary Areas Fitton RV X liekes up
where nature teams off, A PETIECIAN'S
PORMULA. Only 0 00 tor a *wen MP
Ply Monsubakell oot setisted after 3
bottle Send 0.0 Climb Or MOWN,
Order NOW/
THE RUMTOREX CO.
139 I. 1111% It. - l.a 11
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. litH
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog















tnetallt siert IS say weather MAW
batteries tont Marled is fie bolo, sere
sold . You'll plat row radio all
winter iSIS fear of battery Odium, 11011
winter miles wer roe ••41
new power, pep Q PSOYTTI 
AOINTIll Send $1. tot Mosel* NM Mr
latla . And get rit2X. 0 din supply
a Tatars (WI Pates./ Tablet,) * IL.)
tat sae Pm Stimulant - the wen beat
Thea - ens Vinton Micas* 37. ZU-
AJNITORS "PEP" Ira extre en tonsets
41.0. moves•we iSsillmis. reamer
Dale, Nedirselm.
HANDY HOUSE
03 '4 Mississippi At Walks
leaRelehes Mice, - intim Oloviet
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Net biscuit" - Ernie • till Pet
1145 SECRETE
01 NUMBERS IttvtALEO
Ac Ourstandleg leek to add te row
library NOW ONLY 11 00 postpaid. Ott•
edit Caste( MOWN
TIII MARGINAL CO.
P. 0. Cu 0441, New Vert 62, N Y.
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando




A mod bushiest hi downtowe
Mhos
thesis Walker aties54057




We show you how rant w
secure Rats of slow pay as-
coasts from doctors, deeds*
grocers, saaltartsma. lumber
companies, garages. etc. Ali
you do Is Dead them to es ..
for our erporienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25




Raises City 6, Mo.
VALUES GALORE, Salm took Ole. Ote
tunaMaes wel Nausea
111/1"011 warniAir et, PA.
WAYS TO MAXI jiONET AT ROME.
where to but visional and bow to
esanursotore thesolt Noe 111,00 61607rfeetnrIng Specialties. Sleklendlle, NJ
SEER Sc A QUART
Make it roursen We wive roe arm
Save se per sent en Sack $3.55. Complus
SW instructions $1.50. with order,
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
. A GYPSY
Tide is her are lace at Ile litississepsi
Stift LAN& MADAM BILL Is back atter a
bit dna et betas away sad at Iasi site to
back to day to her sets home.
Are yew Dissatisfied with marriage Neve
Toe loft faith to year husband, wife et eweeilmart? Are lea
le bad health, Are roe Mseeereged? If may of dime are resit
problems, eeete let MADAM SILL advise tea at eon. aim
will read dm in eon last as she weak! read is epee beak.
Tell you why your lob or beateem to sat. esteem If roe balm
failed In Me rest cents see MADAM SILL at sees.
Located is Nlghway 11 BMW KIM ewes Illsebstegi SUN
Use, a. tho way to limeade. Rev Immo to I bloats below
where she used to stay tight aside deo Deem, Mesa Se sure
to look for Um RED BRIM MAI sal floull find Wu lbws
at all times. (Site seven lad is Mks Is West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bee clerked 111111mhaves Stele Line as/ gee
etr it Stave Um and wall bleu. sad wee IRADAid SILL'S
BAND 41441‘
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTIED OR NO CHARGE
Hews 9 a.m. toe p.a.
Readies. Day Dees is Beedape
don't KWh any some earls or salmi any when. So sure
to look tor the right do sad the tight same.
KIRCELLANIOUS
NPR AMAZING "Mkt POIN1 GUN
Prelleellee His eierry la Tear Parse
Startle ant Cattail prowlers. would-
is attAdiert frith this cleverty den
Maned 1011
One. Pim 21 esti.
eisr Manly will as.
Ira lead taPbet. riso
S's heard for miles U.95
armed. No permit P-̀,
needed. Alrnsallek isestoold
sonspletety assembled from our flita
tete in turopa Send MOS sulk
moiler order ',recheck to.
5ittlE,LYW000 OAPOitt Cos
West Peterson - 1112
Chico.* 41, 11Raw5
1,110•00 ROO= 100 emOdurre Cate
lege Railway eon 11111-T
carload of other blieresting offers WO.
'Jam trowel. Orme Ociuntri
165 Iset Stilb et.. Wow York IS IL T.
tliV 
1. mewls teoewetter isaI11 
erste 00 IN Quern=
Souside Mating, Sox MIL DT
ingtoe 501 Va.
aiVAXE MISCRANDI1131 CATALOG.ie diseounts Lew wholesale prices.
111$ isessay ii•ring estates IS. !rift
111 01 Sot 04. Levittown
air ian P rAn %RMhete kletsCloe il I 
5$. Irst; tilgim ,•;o. d.
1111 NEW MAIM WA pay nou We MN
name fee obtetniag Mena for our
tag list. Complete inatruntions sent tor
41.09 Retry M Young. ill Broad Street.
BristoL 'Tensessee
•Assettyst pergtesta carnage. animist&
51.11 each Item, postpaid. v, grubbiest.
1J1.0 5 1.43. Leariester. Calif.'





There to s roma why peeple
Ube to de hoslnese wish us.
Yee, toe, will lik• our sour-
heap tritotment eufil dew, to
help yes.
'Open TM/codify end Friday
Nt•hts Until 11?00 P. M.
Seamier. 9:00 to 1:00
01511 PiAtANCA CO
Home own•I Nem. NreHreoll
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
We UM Si say yes to misr
lean teemed"
isaaalnea and Supervised by the
Witte Department Insurinele est
Itankiee
11 LOCATIONS
11111 Male JA. 1141151













Post Office Box 311
ES Firnished Rooms
Rotibor rent larnItid or unfurnidt.
et hell 54018 arms.
Call a 5.30 or before lwo A
frgr Many Osersesensee SuitableeMates,
Call CIL. 541141 After • Rile •
SP RITUAL ADVISORS
lISTHi KANS. Indian healer and
advisor. If YOU are suffering. 'rick
or have bed tuck. If worried Or
troubled or need beim eise Sister Saes
today for tomorrow may be too late.
She can bele timi en all rout prob-
lems Whatever they may be. Oven
everyday Intluding Sunday. trent
ts morning to 111111 kt night Lactated
In Illytheville, Ark. at 'state line.
Mahout_ 11 North phone OS. 34947.





Yew Neighborhood Swaim • Groceries •
Nettie. • Drugs.
MODERN BOOTHS





000-powerT ;it . Ne 
et 
w painebig
Sultry ear fer fte es met
IL IL 1St MU $41181
Tia017151800 toe worm enoszsasar
mimeo ...it • Doe't gin so Write
0170 - P 11511 cola& Florida
WANY1D-Negre ram experienced with
poem/ peck eml predate Job norm.
sweet It 4 0174.
AMASDre, c.terimte IAN or OM 11500
:rag 556 dhow evertors. *Mars for
Ulla, Noting Your sense II oar Mee
should keit, yet, ewe fell of Ille•relernli
effort, free lernOles, big iTtail. etc fer
its Detall• tor solf-edtreseed etemptd
Ir4=d ASers Tending Peek Itielatoibli7. It C. in)




Phone - BR 4-4071
PERSONAL
SKILLED 911AUTICIANS
Stream Um Smuts Shoe 1114 relies.Hee Stile Treatments • Imitation .




Melds $35 to MO per week in New Vert,New Jersey, and Hartford. Connecticut.'Pio room and board; lie kets sent.Write LUCTIT STAR EMPLOYMErrr
AONNOT, P 0 Box 1103, IlmningberkAlabame. A 11011TICE554 AOKNOT 55*?.[NO 11017TEICAN PEOPLX,
womkn ass leeter 111ADY-CIZITstrap-A4eved aprons stone. Morn$31 14 Csosen-Spere Time, Writ*
ACCURATZ 11PDA'SAXICTORT, NEW TORS
SALES PIERSONtran - 111/AT IN Aimpearance. Over IS mars of age. NoIMPertmee needed Barn from $60 to 4106WIRELY Great Omortunities let ad-vancement. Call for appointment.JA. 64141 -• 1:10 a. II. 1.1/ 5 p. a.
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
Maids, New York Jobs




Cards in your spare-time.
Send for free samples and
selling kit. No experience








If me have a phome end desire hem
$50 - $100 per week write Mr. A.
Crete, 3507 Laramie Ars, Weodiewa
Silk Call,. giving Nana. Addreas, Tete-




No mtperienee omessann gramme/
11111144%school eduMittoll lint
Permanent fobs, n• hor•
hnouarnre Ittarlosasy advantage", Send




111171At'S lAths & SIAUTY SCHOOL
Hair Couefour, Profile Cuffing. Snap
Treatment
WM 2-5241 sse Ave.
OPPORTOWITT TO EARN * 1
For Refined Women • Presenting Beentt
Counselor A nationally known orodutil
for ears of Milady's Skin
"TAY exports YOU BUY"
Write Mlteb,li, P o no. 311 Metnale
TAT-STATE DIFENDIES
NI TO 00 WEIXILY
Claselfled Jobe in Cincinnati, Soren
ICT Male or Female. Cleselned
61.10. Other large cities no request 113711
WOMEN 05.00 vatertT ANT) trp
MUM live telephone Pleasant votes.
Detail leo till/ Informatton 11.15
CANDY JAMISON AOKINCT
MI Armory - Cincinnati 14. Me
REID ICETRA 110W111
Men or Wornert Age 21-70 - Boll
Gram Pionfittal Insurance. Make l'isir13
Tour .3ontarste
trt A sdens-Dietrist NV.
Conttneelel Cametty Ceausent•
JA. 543115
- POSITION WANTED -
FEMALE
Lady desire 5 den work. Monday
thru Fritter In Nosh Memphis.
Meld, sick or elderly person. -
JA. 11-4439
SUSINISS SIRVICI 
ION/A'S P-010 SMUT,' SHOP AND
kheol. Ceinestent aperations and ia-
Waiters. Advanced classes IN Hair Styl-
ing 745 Will..., Ave. -WA 54110
Apts For Rent
00A RANT
INS Suniet-Douglas Sub-division One
side of Duplex 3 rms. is bath-hot-cold




GT/ ASA STuD liOurEWONX
Mail out dropship catalog Keep 60 per
cent from orders Proven seller". De-










11110055T MAIL mu ever got. List your
name I seer We. World's Mail Trade%
7$ W 45th.. twine city N. v. T. 0.
Dept Ti
AST LOVERS. NOW II VOWS CEANCII
To SOLI-Bell UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, 121
POS 51.00 *TAW TOUR OOLLSOTION
NOW smote CARD U CENTS. P. 0.
BOX WM ANSONIA STATION N. T. 115
N. Y.
IP TOO WANT TO Is ssArroct.
vtiil PATINDLY BEAUTY auerki u7S





M 7-0170 711 Vases
By Hors ft I G. Coteries
City WM* Delivery
sitiatrs FLORIST
Let Us Tell Year newer Seery
Coupe Ilerel NOP earri....
WE 4-2200
FOR SALE
Airplane WY* bUr S10110414011111011.
Not water beat-7 bedribeepe
Int feerli, dining meek ral tee"
term Ititeher. otenty 00 ettioNs.
WILL TRADE
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8:15 to 9:00 a.m., CAPTAIN
KANGAROO, with Bob Keeshan
as "Captain Kangroo." Today;
e Captain tellse c en,
of the Executive Branch el!
Government.
4:00 to 5:30 p.m., EARLY
MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY,
:"Force of Evil" with John
Garfield. Two brothers come to
personal conflict in the numbers
racket syndicate; the kid I
brother who is the lawyer for
the outfit decides to get out.
'730 to 8:30, CBS REPORTS,
"Money and the Next Presi-
dent." Howard K. Smith will
report. The control of ow'
wealth — determining the a.
mount of money spent on "pub-
lic service," learning to live
with inflation, and competing
successfully with foreign busi-
nessmen — is explored in de-
tail. Climax of the program is
a "debate" made up of state
meats from recent speeches on
Democratic and Republican
economic policy by the two
major Presidential candidates,
Senator John F. Kennedy and
Vice President Richard M.
Nixon.
Those who will be interview-
ed will be Secertary of the
Treasury Robert B. Anderson;
bombing raids.
FRIDAY, OCT. 28
8:75 to 9:00 a.m., CAPTAIN
KANGAROO, with Bob Kee- 1
shan as "Captiin Kangar '
Today the voting system v..,
be explained.
1100 to 11:30, LOVE Oe'i
LIFE, starring Audrey Peters.1
A new family is introduced toi
the series: the Osborn family.1
Mark, Helen and Sandy —
13-year-old girl. Mark tcacheei
at Winfield Academy.
3:15 to 3:30 p.m., SECRET
STORM, starring Peter Hobbs.
In Woodbridge, Peter resigns
himself to Myra's domination
by her father; Jeff Nichols be-
comes more firmly established
as a family friend.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "The
Man Who Played God" with
George Arlis and Bette Davis.
A great musician becomes
deaf, and gets troubled and
morbidly depressed but eventu-
ally learns to read other peo-
ple's lips and finds some
solace.
6:30 to 7:30, FAMILY
CLASSICS, "The Scarlet Pimp-
ernel," Part .1. starring Mi-
chael Rennie, Maureen O'Hara
and Zachary Scott. The drama
centers about an Englishman
who, as the elusive Pimpernel
consistently outwits French
revolutionaries in his efforts
to spirit Aristocrats out of the
strife-torn country.
7:30 to 8:30, ROUTE 66, star-
ring Martin Milner and George
Maharis. Lew Ayres guest
stars. "The Man on the Monk.
ey Board." A former concen-
tration camp victim, in venge-
ful pursuit of an escaped Nazi,
receives unexpected help from
adventurers Tod and Buz.
8:30 to 9:00, MR. GARLUND,
starring Charls Quirdivan. "TheGabriel Hauge former econom- X-27." Frank Garlund is heIdi tion-wide attention, is featuredic adviser to President Eisen- accountable when his top-se-bower; Leon Keyserling, form- 
'its 
rocket plane crashes oner economic adviser to Presi- final flight test.
dent Truman; Dr. Colin G. 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHTClark, Professor of Economics zoN.,,z., "A Thing About Ma-at Oxford University and Di. chines," with Richard Hayden.rector of Research for New A machine fights back when aYork's Econmetric Institute, sophisticated malcontent triesand J. Kenneth Galbraith flar-' to destroy it,yard economist and author of,
10:10 to 11:45, LATE MOVIE,"The Affluent Society."
"Tarzan and the She Devil".8:30 to 
9:00. THE ANN "Tarzan saves his jungle fromITTHERN SHOW, starring 
ivory thieves and a beautiful
adventuress'
SATURDAY, OCT. 29
11:00 to 11:30 a.m. SKY
KING, co-starring Kirby Grant
and Gloria Winters. "Man
Hunt." Sky joins an exciting
hunt for two escaped convicts
and their hostage, the local
banker's son.
• 12:30 to 1:30 pin., WEST-
ERN THEATRE, "Whispering
Smith Speaks" with George
O'Brien.
to 11:45, LATE MOVIE, 1:30 to 2:30, MYSTERYnation Tokyo" with Cary THEATRE, "Murder By AnGrant, John Garfield, Dane Aristocrat- with MargueriteClark and Faye Emerson. Thisk Ceurchille and Lyle Talbot. Ais the story of U. S. Submariine member of a wealthy familyeCopperfin" with sealed orders, blackmails five other membersto enter Japan's best-guarded' of the family and is later foundharbor to pave way for our murdered.
3:30 to 4:30, EARLY MOVIE
"Tarzan and the She Devil"
I Tarzan saves his beloved jungle
' from ivory thieves and a
beautiful adventuress!
4:30 to 6:00, SHIRLEY
TEMPLE THEATRE, offeidiol brutish giant of a buffalo hunt-
with Shine-y Temple and Jean er slashes a Dodge City resi-
Hersholt. Johanna Spyri's clas- dent with a knife and Marshal
sic tale puts winsome Shirley Mat Dillon is forced into a
in snos of a mean governess fight with a killer who places
and in the arms of loving Swiss no value on his own life.
WREC
Highlights
7 a. m., Today.
1:30 p m.. Loretta Young Th..
Diana Lynn stars in "Momene
of Decision." She plays the
daughter of a storekeeper who.
follows his advice to wait be-
fore marrying.
3 p. u., Make Rood for Dad-
dy, Danny Thomas disregards
; his wife's advice and continues
his burlesque routine for book-
ling at a high-class supper club.
I He wishes he had listened to
her suggestions in "Burlesque."
3:30 p. m., Here's Hollywood,
Dean Miller meets actor-pro-
ducer Kirk Douglass at the pre-
miere of his film "Spartacus."
The entire program is devoted
to this interview.
4 p. m., Big Beat, Dancing
on the show today are young
people from Leachville.
6:30 p. m., Outlaws, Skip Ho-
meier, star of "Dan Raven," is
guest star in tonight's drama.?
"Rape of Red Sky." He plays
the role of Gabe Cutter who
swears a terrible vengeance on
the town of Red Sky, after his
brother is lynched for a mur-
der he didn't commit. He en-
lists the help of Beau Latiner
(played by Gerald Mohr) and
other gunmen in his plot to
destroy everything in town.
7:30 Bat Masterson, John Viv-
yen plays a vacationing hunter
whose accidemal murder of a
gunman strengthens his theory
that range is More important
than speed in gunplay. How-
ever, the killing has affected
him mentally, and instead of
joining Bat Masterson in a wild
game hunt, as he had planned,
he forces Bat into a gun duel.
"The Hunter."
8 p. m. Bachelor Father, Con-
vinced that his houseboy is ov-
erworked, Bentley Gregg ac-
cepts a client's offer to lend
him his maid. "Hilda the Jew-
el" becomes more of a threat
than a help to Peter, because
he had his own plan for extra
staff.
Southern. Katy goes to bat
er child when the boy's
I talent binders his ac-






pproacti to treat a
dangerous juvenile
. . .as he joins him
a crime. •




As you gros older, your system be-
gins to dry out. This is true of your
digestive system, and it may lead to
constipation. SEAUTAN, taken daily
with plenty of water, produces a
smooth gel that provides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimu-
lation to help end your constipation
Worries.
SENUTAM is the all-vegetable lax-
ative aid that moistens hard, dry food
wastes and forms it for easy, regular
elimination. Stint:TAN is entirely dif-
ferent from harsh chemical pills.
salts, bran or oils. Take Seim:raw
daily with water and enjoy regular
elimination or your money back.
in the November issue of The
Bell Tel News," Southern Ben's
miniature newspaper. Tele-
phone customers get the
"News" with their bills every
month.
State Troopers, carryingi
"walkie-talkies," ride t h e
school buses and work with
nearby Patrol cruisers to en-
THP School Safety
Measures Featured
Each weekday morning, in
Tennessee, around 3138,000 chil-
dren ride to school in more
than 4,000 school buses. State
Safety Commissioner Greg
O'Rear and his Troopers are in
the second year of an all-out
campaign to guard the safe/
of these students.
The State Patrol's campaign
which has already received na-
ICS, "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
Part II, starring Michael Ren-
nie, Maureen O'Hara and Zach-
ary Scott. The drama centers
about an Englishman, who as
the elusive Pimpernel, consist-
ently outwits French revolution-
aries in his effort to spirit
aristocrats out of the strife-
torn country.
7:30 to 8:30, CHECKMATE,
starring Anthony George, Doug
McClure and Sebastian Cabot.
"Runaway" starring Anna Ma-
ria Alberghetti. A coquettish
heiress is unable to convince
anyone she has found the na-
tion's most wanted criminal
in his hideout.
8;30 to 9:30, HAVE GUN
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
ard Boone. Paladin sets out to
find a young man accused of
being a mass slayer, but finds
instead two riders who think
the hunted man has been accus-
ed falsely.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness. A
grandfather. 11:00 to 12:30 MILLION
6:00 to 6:30, 7OURT OF DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE, "Cola
LAST RESORT, "The Steve 4.ado Territory" with Joel Mc-
Hrdlika Case" with Lyle Bett-j Crea, Virginia Mayo and Dor-
ger. A dead man's eyes holdi othy Malone. Lawlessness be-
a clue to the poble innocence fore territory becomes a state.
of convicted murderer. A man, escaping jail, is trapped
6:30 to 7:30, FAMILY CLASS- in a valley.
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night!
Wednesday, October 26, 10:10 P.M.
"Dr. Erlich's Magic Bullet" withEdwerd G. Reileinson
Thursday, October 27, 10:10 P.M.
"Destination Tokyo" with Cory Grantend John Garfield
Friday, October 28, 10:10 P.M.
"Tartan and the She DevilI I with Lea Barks,and Joyce McKenzie
Saturday, October 29, 10:10 P.M.
"Colorado Territory" with Joel FAirreeeend Virginia Mara
force Tennessee's school bus
passing law. If the bus-riding
Trooper spots a motorist vio-
lating the law, he immediately
radios the information to the
cruiser. The violator is then ar-
rested and charged.
Tennessee's school bus pass-
ing law requires a motorist to
come to a complete stop when
approaching a school bus from
either direction while the bus
is loading or unloading. He
must not pass until the bus is
again in motion.
"The best place to spot a
violator of our passing law is
right on the bus," Commission-
er O'Rear tells the "News."
"We've explained the law and
have told the people that we're
riding the buses and that we
will make arrests for violations.
I think that's fair. If we save
one child from death or injury,
it's well worth our efforts."
830 p. in. Tennessee Ernie
Ford, color, Cliff Arquette as
Charlie Weaver joins Ford for
a round of laughs.. •
9:30 p. m., Rescue Eight,
While an engineer is trying to
blast an obstruction in an old
mine shaft, he falls in a hole
and breaks a leg. Two men go
to his 'aid, and hear about a
time bomb set to go off very
soon. They find the bomb but
while trying to wedge it out of
position, a wall caves in. The
two men are trapped and the
live bomb buried beneath tons
of debris. With "Nine Minutes
To Live," the rescue squad
goes into action.
FRIDAY, OCT. 28
7 a. m. Today.
1:30 p. m., Loretta Young
Th. Loretta Young plays an as-
piring model. Craig Stevens
plays the owner of a model
agency which specializes in
hiring girls with unusual occu-
pations. To impress him. Liz
Wadlington gets a job as a
garage mechanic.
3 p. m., Make Room for Dad-
dy, Danny returns to "Toledo,"
his old home town, to give a
speech. The children accom-
pany him and have good rea-
son for pride in their father's
success.
3:30 p. m., Here's Hollywood,
Dean Miller discusses criticism
with Barry Sullivan, star of the
"Tall Man" series. Joanne JOT-
-clan visits Elena Verdugo at a
women's gymnasium. in Holly-
wood.
4 p. m. Big Beat, Students
from Immaculate Conception
school are guests today.
6:30 p. m., Dan Raven, Gogi
Grant makes her dramatic de-
but in tonight's drama, as a
singer, kenny Murrow, who is
suspected of murdering her
husband for his insurance
money. Skip Homeier plays the
title role as Dan Raven, with
Dan Barton as Detective-Ser-
geant Burke, 4
7:30 p. m., Westerner, "Mrs.
Kennedy," played by Jean Al-
lison, starts flirting with Dave
Blassingame bringing on the
anger of her husband, Dave's
employer. Brian Keith plays
Blassingame, and Paul 'Rich-
ards is the employer, Marsh
Kennedy.
p. m., Bell Telephone Hour,
TWO'S FOR FUN — Dan-
ny Kaye, one of Louis Arm-
strong's greatest fans, heck-
les the brilliant musician
during the taping session for
UPSET SKIN?
Here', fast, effective relief from
that itching misery. Palmer's
Skin Success" Ointment, tested
by a famous skin specialist has
helped millions get relief from
ugly skin irritetion. You don't
have to suffer anothet day. Use
the famous akin medicine that
gawks in a special way to help
troubled skin feel better fast.
Th•r•'s nothing lia• "Skin
Success" to relieve the itching of
upset skin_
Only "Skin Success" contains
11 important ingredients cone.
"An Hour With Danny Kaye".
The color TV show will be an
entertainment event on Sun-
day evening, October 30, on
the CBS Television network.
Pimples, Rashes, Eczeina, Tatter
Making Your Life Miserable?
pounded in an seclusive way.
if your trouble is itching due
to eczema, rashes, pimples or tot-
ter, use "Skin Success" Ointment.
Relief at once or your MOM"
back. Only 354. Ectmornical 754
size contains four times as much.






No Tricks — No Gimmicks
The PRICES Speak For Themselves
Due to the tremendous volume of new Chevrolets sold last
month—we are overstocked with clean used cars.
THESE CARS MUST BE SOLD!
Every car carries a written guarantee with an OK
test coast!.
'60 CORVAIR $1695
4-dr. sedan. w.w. tires, AWN
'59 CHEV  
Impala apt. epe Ermine white,
PAH. w w. tires. 338 motor.
CHEV
4-Or. hdtp. RAM Powerglide.
'57 DUO $1095
Hdto. sot. ant. RIM w w. tires,
automatic trans.
'53 PESO $423
4-dr. sedan. RAM. other acces-
sories. A real good bey.
'$3 FORD   $375
Victoria. 11.101, other flea elier
f4.
'58 CHEV $1493
Bei Air 4-dr sedan. S ryl..
RAH. Powerende and air cond.
'57 CHEV . $1295
SU wagon, 8 eyI. PAH Power-
glide and w.W. tires.
'56 CI4EV   9895
Bet Air 4-dr. RAH. POwerglida
znti rood.
'SS CHEV  $795
Bel Air 4-dr. cyl Power-
glide. Rat& w.W. tires 
'36 CHEV S495
Bel Mr 4-dr. roils witepree
A reel bargain.
'53 CHIV  $195
4-dr Sedan. MA W W. Tins
Really nice. •
MANY, MANY MORE TO SELECT FROM!
UNION CHEVROLET
34 Years Some Location
1000 UNION OPEN NIGHTS
BR. 6-4722 BR. 4-7400
color, "One Nation Indivisible"
uses a pre-election theme for
Its program of music from the
Robert Preston is both host and
one of its stars. Other artists
are Dorothy Collins, Bill Hayes
Malialia Jackson, Peter Palm-
er, Jimmie Rodgers and Jo
Stafford, as well as the Dukes
of Dixieland and the Bell or-
chestra, conducted by Donald
Voorhees,
Selections include county fair
songs from the North, blues
music from the South, Broad-
way show tunes and Western
ballads, ending with a group of
popular campaign songs from
elections as far back as the
Civil War.
9 p. m. Michael Shayne
Circumstantial evidence sur-
rounding the death of a rep:eft-
er points to another newspaper
man, a friend of Michael
Shayne. A crooked politician
tries to pin the charge on him,
Tim Rourke, but with Shayne's
heap, the yolice set a trap
which exposes the real culprit.
Richard Denning plays the title
role. Co-star of the series, Jer-
ry Paris, plays Rourke. "Fram-
ed hi Blood."
SAT., OCT. 21
10 a. m., Fury. Bobby Dia-
mond and Jimmy Baird be-
friend two inexperienced fish-
ermen, whom they later dis-
cover are jewel thieves. The
hoodlums use the boys as hos-
tages to make good their es-
cape, hut Bobby tricks them
with an angler's ruse.
10:30 a. m., Lone Ranger, Af-
ter serving a prison term, an
innocent man returns home,
full of revenge. Before he can
act, he's made the victim of
a murder frameup, but is saved
by the Lone Ranger. "Return
of the Convict."
12 noon, Pro Basketball, The
New York Knickerbockers and
Detroit Pistons play today's
game in Detroit, with Bud
Palmer describing the court
action.
2:30 p. m. Quiz 'Ent, Wonder
high school, West Memphis,
and Douglass high school,
Memphis, compete today in the
quiz of current events. George
Sisler asks the questions from
the week's news.
4:30 p. m., Saturday Prom,
Singers Brook Benton, Neil
Sedaka and the duo Santo and
Johnny are guests on today's
show. Si Zentner and orchestra
play dance music. The live au-
dience Is made up of students
from Huntington. N. Y. high
school.
5:30 p. m. Potty Express,
'7,11e Last Mile" of the run
between Julesberg and Big ,
Sandy has a trap at a canyon
pass, with a large Paiute wr
party blocking the entrance.
Prett Clark and a girl, whom
he eas rescued from an Indian
toray, manage to outwit the
warring Indians. Grant Sulli-
van plays Clark.
6:30 p. m., Bonanza, color,
When Little Joe's date, pretty
Jennifer Beale, disappears at
a carnival, he and Ross spends
an unforgettable and almost:
tragic evening. The carnival is
owned by a handsome Phil
Reed whose eye for pretty girls
seems to have a bearing on
"The Abduction." Gerald Mohr
Is Reed, Jackie Russell is Jen-
nifer and Michael Landon is
Little Joe.
gunfighters face each other
a showdown, while 8 congrega-
tion is held at bay. The voice
of -The Parson" preaching in
a saloon is recognized as that
of the man who had blinded
Ben Myers.
8 p. in., The Deputy, To save
an old woman from heartbreak,
Chief Marshall Simon Try and
his Deputy Clay McCord try to
hide the truth about her son,
a jailed outlaw. They grant
him temporary freedom while
she visits the town. "Mother
and Paul Lukas, Aherne plays
Fry and Allen Case is McCord.
10:05 p. m., Gold Award
Theatre, "Captain Fury" stars
Brian Aherne, Viktor McLag-
len, June Lang, Jab! Carradine
and aPul Lukas. Aherne plays
the title role as NO. Michael
Fury, an Irish political' exee,
whose legendary feats for the
early settlers made him the
Robin Hood of Australia in the
7:30 p. m., Tall Man, Two ex- 1840's.
Pelilical Advartraworrat) (Pail PoLiticaL Arivort.semest)
LENA IS FOR KENNEDY — "I'm no politician,"
says Lena Horne, "but it just seems to me that&
a Democrat like John Kennedy cares more abontw
people. He cares more about all the things that still
need to be done in this country, like more jobs and
better chances for everybody. Republicans talk pretty
but Kennedy will do something about all the problems.
That's what counts. That's why I'm for Senator John
Kennedy for President." '
Remember how great
cigarettes used to taste?
LUCKIES STILL DO
REAL ESTATE EXPERT MARTIN V. WATERS, Vice President of Guaranteed
Title & Mortgage Co., New York City, is a Lucky smoker from 'way
back. "I've developed a sentimental taste for Luckies," he says. "It's
one of the few tangible things I've carried with me down the years. Only
a Lucky gives me what I want in a cigarette."
L.S./M.F.T. —Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
TOBACCO AND TASTE
TOO FINE TO FILTER,
Produd of Se dwas4iezols, Xiesesoo-aysant --CUrfes, is our middle mans
•
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